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Christoplier '-t. Newcombe has been
appointed marketing intern at Schultze &
Wilson Marketing Communicat ions. Scott
W. Allison has joined the Gable Agency as
an account coordinat or. l,Jni Yersity of San
Diego Public Relations Di~e 6or Sara Finn
leaves USD to open her own public
relatio;;;fu m:- Nicole Clay has joine9
Stoorza, Ziegaus & Metzger Inc . as an
account supervisor/ public affairs. Greg
Pace has been named art director for The
Design Quarter Inc .. Jennifer Garcia
has become production manager and Jeffrey
Young was named copywriter and account
/
executive.
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SAN DIEGO - Liberal arts
graduates are beginning to be as
much in demand as business
grads in the corporate world but
that message has yet to filter
down to universities and high
schools .
That was the platform of
Lynne Cheney, chairwoman of
the National Endowment for the
Humanities, who spoke last week
at the University of San Diego
(USD ). An Eastern university study
found that over the last two
years, 25 percent more people
with liberal arts degrees were
hired by businesses , she said.
At USD, a two-year trend is
emerging in which more liberal
arts graduates are being hired in
such fields as banking, insurance, retail management and
sales , said Linda Scales, codirector of career counseling and
placement.
recruiters
are
Company
" listing skills instead of the ma-

applicants, Scales said. Often
those skills include leadership
and critical thinking, foundations
in the goal of a liberal arts
education, she said.
But students continue to enroll
in more specialized majors, said
Cheney . "Even when students
are interested in taking the
humanities, they don't do it, " she
said, because of the perceived
notionthat specialization is more
profitable.
In the last 10 years, the number
of bachelor's degrees in philosophy, foreign language, history
and English literature have
declined between 37 percent and
59 percent, she said . A University
of California at Los Angeles
study showed "the number of
freshmen intending to major in
English is down by 80 percent
over the last 20 years," Cheney
said.
Cheney, herself trained in literature and philosophy , admitted that liberal arts majors may
need to take some business
courses to " make that initial

my heart of hearts , feel you
should spend your time in college
expanding your mind ."
Colleges should emphasize
that "an ability to think critically
and judge wisely" will serve
graduates well in a future that
predicts people will switch jobs
an average of nine times in their
lives, she said.
Elementary and high schools
need to teach children what the
liberal arts are, she urged.
Social studies and English
should not be truncated by
emerging requirements such as
AIDS or drug-abuse education.
All students, not just those on a
college
preparatory
track,
should be exposed to classical
literature and history, she said.
Cheney advised corporate
personnel directors to look for
liberal arts graduates with a
depth of knowledge that broadens perspective , who can turn
thought into action, and who
support the capitalistic economy
and who respect and strive for
excellence.
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/ W ~f kend yields fine yellowtail fishing off Coronado Islands
Q.'.,j ._J

Strea_im~gsunshine ~nd 63-degre_e
water 1gmted a frenZied yellowta1l
bite off !he C?rona~o Islands yesterday. Th1rty-_e1ght fishermen aboard
th:ee sportf1~hers caught 83 yellowta1l, 101 bomto, 61 bass, 3_5 rockiish
and 19 bomto. Skippers said the yellows ranged from 8 to 17 pounds.
Buzz Brisendine's Prowler accounted for 34, Ray Sobieck's Producer 28·and Joe Chait's Conquest 21.
Diane Tamer of Chula Vista,
aboard Producer, had four yellows,
an 11-pound bonito and two barracuda. Sobieck said he caught his fish at
the Rock Pile, below the Islands, the
others at the Middle Grounds and
North Island.
Excellent fishing continued, and
even accelerated, in Point Loma
kelp; with the water clear and the
current favorable. Fisherman III

.

(T_im Green) reported 29 fishermen
with 130 kelp bass and one bonito.
Also noted during a busy weekend
were two Sunday catches at the
Coronado Isl.ands: ~ 23-pound halibut
by Jeanette Frazier of Los Angeles,
from Rick Podolak's Challenger, and
a 20-pound white "sea bass by Pegasus skipper John Groman.
At the Point Loma kelp, there also
was a 19-pound, 2-ounce sheephead, a
giant for that species. It was caught
by Cleveland Weber of Ellijay, Ga.,
from Fred Huber's Daily Double, a
h_alf day out of Point Loma Associahon.
La Jolla kelp fishing was of bonito
a_nd bass, predominately, plus rockfish.
Salton Sea fishing also soared.
Four guided charters from Red Hill
Boat Landing yesterday returned in
three hours with limits around of
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corvina, 14 fishermen with 126 fish
up to 20 pounds.
Most of the fish were caught at
Bessie's Post on the west side of the
40-mile Jong, IO-mile wide sea. However, Dana Ryon -of Palm Springs,
fishing from a rocky outcropping at
Red Hill, nailed a 20-pound corvina
on a mudsucker. Al and Matt Weddington, also of Palm Springs, also
fished from shore, and the three
strung 13 corvina, from 5 to 20
pounds.
San Diegans Ron Baker and Ed
Edwards fished farther south off
Black Rock, baiting small croakers,
and caught eight corvina from 5 to 16

pounds.
Guide Lucky Pugh said he led Ken
Armstrong and Ray Gossett, both of .
Hemet, to a spot out of Benson's
Landing in 18-foot water, baited tilapia'. and mudsuckers, and had 18 fish
aboard in an hour and 45 minutes.
One of the corvina weighed 19
pounds, Pugh said. "The fish were
rolling all around us," he added.
On the Jakes, there was more good
fishing news.
The heaviest bass was an 11-12
that Richard Rolla of San Diego
dredged up from Hodges with a
crawfish.
The top catfish .was a 17-0 that
Floyd Talmadge of Chula Vista landed at Otay; he also had a 13-8 cat.
The top crappie was a 2-2, one of
eight weighing a total of 13-4, that
Eddie Celeya of Lakeside nailed at
Hodges on Mini jigs.

The best trout was a 6-9, the heaviest in a limit weighing 14-6 taken
from Cuyamaca on nightcrawlers
and marshmallows. Don Patton of
San Diego said he found the fish at
midlake. Right behind was a 6-8 that
Bill Switzer of San Marcos caught on
a nightcrawler at Dixon. Switzer,
fishing from Pier 3, used 4-pound
breaking-strength line to land the
whopper.
One more oversized fish was landed, a 1-10 red-ear sunfish that 3-yearold Richard Belcher of San Diego
reeled in at Sutherland.
Cuyamaca plans to stock 1,200
pounds of Whitewater trout, halfpound and larger, before the weekend, Manager Bill Skinner said. The
only other plant is of 1,000 pounds of
catfish for Jakes 2 and 3 of the Santee
chain and a promised 3,000-pound
plant of catfish for Otay before Sat-

urday.
.
.
Brothers Tim and Roger Kloos of
~emo~ Grove _had a 63/,-pound bass
Jump !nto their boat as they were
returning to shore after an unsuccessful foray into a farm pond near
Potrero. As they neared the shore, a
suddenly agitated fish jumped from
the shallow water and landed in their
boat. The brothers related the tale
yesterday to Clyde Adams of Barnacle Bill Bait Shop.
Another in tbe series of San Diego
Oceans Foundation seminars, this
?ne devoted to the technology o_f ra1smg white sea bass and Califorma halibut in hatcheries, is scheduled for 7
p.m. tomorrow a~ USD's ~omon
Lecture Hall. The speakeri>are Donaid Kent of Sea World-Hubbs research center and Dr. John Stephens
of Occidental College. The lecture 1s
free.
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R~port urges major overhaul
ofia:v_yer-discipline _sys tem
By

R~fa'cli'

Tribune Sacramento Bureau

SACRAMENTO - The system of
disciplining California's lawyers
needs a complete overhaul to protect
consumers and boost the legal profession 's sagging public image, says
a report from the state's first Slate
Bar discipline monitor.
The conclusions ol the 273-page report "aren't pretty," said state Allor~ey General John Van de Kamp, who
Jomed monitor Robert Fellmeth in
releasing the report.
"In plain language, the system

isn't working very well," Van de
Kamp· said yesterday. "And it can't
work very well in its current form."
Fellmeth, a UuiYersi_!y__ Qf_San
Qiego ~Jlli)_ fessor, former San
DiegoCounty deputy district attorney and former stall member ol consumer advocate Ralph Nader's organization, was appointed by Van de
Kamp four months ago to examine
the discipline system used by the
100,000-member State Bar.
The position ol discipline monitor
was created in a bill by Sen. Robert
LA WYER{' A-6
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Presley, D-Riverside, who has said
lhe Stale Bar must du a heller Job ul
disciplining its members or the Leglalature may create an agency to
handle that job.
Fellmet h's investigation indicates
that the State Bar's figure on the annual number of complaints logged
against lawyers - 10,000 - is drastically understated.
He placed the actual number at
25,000 and said the State Bar came
up with the lower figure because ol it
logged many complaints as mere inquiries.
"That's an absolutely new number
here," said Orville Armstrong, State ,
Bar president. "Twenty-five thousand? Quite !rankly, that comes as a
surprise ."
Armstrong said there has been a 38
percent decline in the backlog ol
pending complaints - often several
11ainst the same lawyer - since the
number reached a high ol 3,919 in
March 1986.
Fellmeth said the State Bar does
little to tell citizens how to file complaints against lawyers and that its
2-year-old, toll-lree telephone complaint number In Los Angeles "has
been kept out of circulation deliberately."
Even though lhe number isn't published in any telephone directory, he
said, the line is busy 60 to 75 percent
ol the time. He said the bar appeared
to be "hiding " lrom the public to
avoid more complaints. ·
Armstrong said the bar isn't "hidin1" and that the problem with listInc the toll-free complaint number
will be corrected.
Fellmeth said the bar makes no
effort to identify, investigate and
prGBecute cases unless there is a
complaining citizen pushing the case.

He also said the system is burdened
by too many layers of bureaucracy
und that lhe bar's complaint investigators are ill-equipped to handle serious, complex cases.
Fellmeth, founder and executive
director ol USD's Center for Public
Interest Law, saicrthebar is stressing ways to close cases, with weekly
quotas for investigators. This inhibits
some needed investigations and
overloads investigators with cases 150 to 200 each.
As a result, the discipline system is
geared to completing simple cases
and leaving the more serious ones to
do later, he said.
He also criticized a bar plan to
renew a program using volunteer attorneys lrom local bar associations
for investigative work. It was unsuccessful when used before in an ellort
to reduce the backlog, he said. ,
lie also called for a default system
to automatically act against attorneys who ignore efforts by the bar to
check into complaints, Fellmeth
said.
"The files indicate a shocking level
of contempt for the authority of the
bar," he said.
Armstrong told reporters he was
impressed with Fellmeth's report.
He said at least some ol the report's
recommendations arc expected to be
adopted.
He supported Fellmeth's suggestion that State Bar dues, now $140 to
$150 a year, be increased by $25 to
improve the disciplinary system ,
which already gets about $6 million a
year lrom lawyers ' dues.
Armstrong s:dd attorneys should
handle discipline and was encouraged by Fellmeth's comment that attorneys can do the job and that the
bar's staff has been acting in good
faith.

The bar leader
Fellmeth's assessment that setting a said.
Presley. whose bar monitor bill
six-month time limit !or dealing with
to set up 11 cornmis •
complaints was overly oplimislic, last yc;ir sou~hl
attorney discipline,
since the average case is within the sion to deal with
s all too clear"reveal
report
the
said
months.
17
for
system
State Bar
suspected !or several
But while Van de Kamp and -ly what I have
structura l and altiFellmeth said the system favors the years, that major
are needed within the
lawyer, not the consumer, Arm- tude changes
strong disagreed, saying that law- bar."
These changes , Presley said, would
yers also are entitled to due process
"make the discipline system one
under the law.
our citizenry, serve
Of I0,000 complaints annually, which will serve
win back lhe respect
Armstrong said, 500 lo 700 result in the bar and legal profession must
formal proceedings and "the vast which the
majority of complaints filed against have."
lawyers ... are ultimately found to
be without sufficient !acts."
He said he knew of no case that
had been "jettisoned" by investigators to reduce the backlog .
In 1986, Armstrong said, 102 lawyers were disbarred or resigned with
charges pending against them, compared with 75 to UO the yeur before.
He attributed the increase to the
bar's adoption ol set penalties !or
certain violations, such as automatic 1
disbarment for stealing money lrom
a client.
Of the 10,000 complaints, Armstrong said, only a few allege theft of
a client's money. He said a small
number involve abandonment of clients and (hat most involve lawyers
who don't return phone ca lls, clients
who say their lawyers "swear" at
them, and disagreements over fees.
Van de Kamp said Fellmeth's next
report, due in about five months, will
include specific recommendations
for legislation. Sen. Presley said yesterday that those recommendations
would be added lo a bill he has already introduced.
The monitor project has received
about $75,000 in State Bar funds, an
amount expected to reach $200,000
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Bar Discipline System
Secretive And Slow ,
New Report Claims
Protective of Lawyers?
By TOM DRESSLAR
SACRAMENTO - Despi te impro veine ments, the Stale Bar's altorr.ey discirl
de- ·
system is still riddled with structura ces,
resour
feels, plagued with inadequate
of
level
um
minim
"a
ch
approa
and does not
acceptability," according to a report released Monday.
·
State Bar discipline monitor Robert Fellmeth, director of the Center of Public Interest Law al the University of San Diego, made
nto
the 273-page rep<lrrpublic"llt-a--Sacrame
press conference also attended by Attorney ;
.
General John Van de Kamp
'
The monitor's position was established by
1986 legislation carried by Sen. Robert Presthe
ley, D-Riverside, in response to criticis m too

bar's method of disciplining lawyers was
Hecretive, slow, nnd lenient. Presley origiI
nally wuntcd Io strip dlsclpllnc uuthorlly '
!rom the bar and place it in an independent

consum er agency .
•
In releasing his long-awa ited report , Fell•

ef- _
meth praised the bar for recent reform
not
forts , but said, ll in genera l, the bar is on
equipped to handle serious , complex cases
all."
any appreciable scale, perhaps not atctionHe called the end of the bar's "r,rote
ism and solicitude for attorneys ' a necessary step toward improvement · of lhe

' difcipline system.

'

Bar Cooperation Pledged

State Bar President Orville A. Armstrong,
th's,
in a press conference following Fellme
th
pledged the bar's cooperation with Fellme
lo implement recommended reforms of the

. system.

· ·
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o. Presle
l
clearly what I. have suspected for severae
years - that major structural and altitud
chn~g':8 are needed within the bar lo make
d_1s_c1phne system one which wlll serve our
citizenry,. s~rve the. bar, /Ind win back the
~ t which the legal profession must

Van de Kamp agreed with Fellmeth that
ys
the system is weighted in favor of attorne
to dea!'d against consum ers. 'If you were
d
accuse
person
the
benefit
sign a system to
'
you couldn 't do. a better job," he said. the
think
don't
"I
Armstrong responded
He
ys."
attorne
of
fa;or
in
ed
weight
~
system
get due
added, Attorneys are entitled to
process of the law," which he said the system
provides.

About a llundred Interviews

The report, which contains 35 exhibits, is
gation
the_ r":'ult of a four-month investi
ews
which included about a hundred intervi
ine
discipl
and on-site inspections , ..of the
system .
that
_Fellrneth will ~~ea follow-up report
tions on
will contam spec1f1 c recommenda
in
how to correc t the deficiencies identified
l re-

the report released Monday. The origina
port now goes to the Senate and Assembly
Judicial commi ttees.
Fellmeth 's work through June is being
Van
funded by a_$90,000 appropriation, and have
will
de Kamp estimated the Legislature
for
000
$200
than
less
to provid e somewhat
the next fiscal yea r beginning July i. the
ted
estima
Van de Kamp said Fellmeth
. bar would have _lo·spend about $2.5 million
ent
more annually, on' discipline to implem
bar curneeded changes. Armstrong said themillion
a
rently allocates' $15 million to $16
year to its discip)ine operations .
. Accor_ding to V~n de Kamp, the $2.5 million
would
in required additional expenditures devottranslate mto an extra $25 in bar dues
attortly,
Curren
ine.
ed to attorney discipl
~;it~~ y $25 annually to fund the discipline
Presley said he will aslc Sen:·Barry Keene,
D·Ucnlclu, lo amend hls JeglsMl011 Heiting
1988 bar dues to provide-for tfie additional $25
for attorney discipline.
"where
. '.f~c ~cpo;t i~enlifies nine areas
difficulties

1mtial ,~quiry indicates serious
warranting further investigation and reform
efforts ," as well as "a long list or other re,
forms needed. "
The nine problem areas identified in the
report include:
• Lack of public outreach -'
detect
• Lack of "proactive" efforts toconduc
t
and prosecute violation of ethical prose:
and
"The identification , investigation,
the
on
heavily
v,ery
depend
cases
cut1on of
Se, Page23

+
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B~r Uiscipline Criticized
.)' ' , · • ·

londnued from Page I

.

complaining witnesses' pursuit of a case,"
Fcllmc th wrote;
of
• Inadequate attention to prevention
misconduct;
com-

• "Serious structural defects " in the the
to
r,binl. processing system, traceable
'cn·al1011 or ma ny horizontal layers of
review:• ·

• An over-emphasis on closing out cases,
it is
which ''inhibi l (s) reinvestigati on where on

pressure
clearIr needed." Fellmeth saidhas
produced
mvesl1 gators to close out cases
serious
a priority reversa l, in which more
less
cases :-i re pul on the back burner while

serious cases get processed first.
• "Serious problems in employ ee turnover, mora le, recruiting, and resources."
for
o Refusa l to rely on professional sta re
normally routine decisions.
in
ys
attorne
ing
practic
of
• Participation
ng
the disc iplinnry process, inc ludinglhdecidi
•
rccom
Fcllme
.
judges
ng
henn
cuscs as
mended the bar hire six to nine ··proressional

the
admin istrative law .iudges to perform
hearin g fu nctions in an indepe ndent. profes-

sional, consistent manner."

• Lack or a "dcfa11lt system " lo discipline
."
attorneys who "simply ignore the system
Besides those nine specific areas,onFellpolretenti
ent
meth said the bar's "docum
ity is indefensible, case aba tement practices
arc reprehensible . the computer system has

new
serious holes, training is inadeq uate for for

investi gators and attorneys, standards

istent,
case rejection are unclea r and incons
is nol op-

and the conviction referral system

erating in many cases."

ch,
Concer ning the lack of public outrea
numFeltmeth said the toll-free complaintand
is
secret
virtual
a
is
s
Angele
Los
in
ber
nce
not available from directory assista
there or in Sa n Francisco.

bar
Hr a<ldi!<I lwr orricinls permit "local

uuussoci::ilions, wl1ich have no Uiscipli nury
delay
thority. free reign to handle and
the
for
ted
conduc
survey
a
cases . " Ba sccl on
at•
report which requested information on IO

th
torncys with discipline record s, Fellme
to resaid members of the public arc likely
a•
inform
tnblc"
ceive inaccur:1te and "chari
lion when they inquire about an attorney.
The system contains ''an enormous num-

n be
ber of stop points al which a case caadded
exiled (dropped!," said Fellmelh. He gation
Investi
or
Office
the
in
investigators
and OTC attorneys confront "a bureaucracy

red tape that blocks and impedes" complaint proces sing.
d
In vestiga tors ha ndle an average caseloa

of

triple
or 200, Fellmclh said, which is al least"under
the optimum rate. Investi gators are ," he
enormous pressu re to get rid or casescases
added, which result~ in less serious cases
receiving top priority and more serinus

.

g" and
He contentled the system "is workinpercen
t
38
pointed lo procedural reforms and1986
as evibacklog reduction since March
.
efforts
ement
improv
dence of the bar's
Armstrong ack nowledged, " I think theil
system can work far more efficiently that
does."
Los
Bula staff attorney in the state bar's, who
Angeles Office of Trial Counsel <OTC)
requested anonymity said, "I agree with the
ts
report" and added the docum ent "reflec
our criticisms and concerns."
and
s
Angele
Los
in
offices
The OTC, with
cases
San Francisco, prosecutes discipline
of
brought to them by the bar's Office

~elling "shoved lo the back."
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e Un ive rsit y of San Die go
h as annciun"ced: th at
Rick
Sch oer .lei n, ass ista nt bas
ket bal l · coa ch, has sub mit ted
his
res ign atio n effe ctiv e Jul
y 1.
Sch oen lein has jus t
comple ted h is thi rd sea son at
l!S D
as an ass ista nt coa ch to
Ha nk
Eg an. Pri or to USD, Ric
k wa s
· a t the U.S. · Air For
ce Academ y w her e he wa s an
ass ista nt
ch · to · Eg an dur ing the
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USD ~-Q~P Stw Wi!1§1s "/
Scholar-Athlete aAwai'd
senior

r

Steve Kra~:._mc1n,
forward this past season on
th e USD basketba ll squ1d, was
named the l!l87 Vvest Coast
A t h l e t i c Confere nce l\fale
Scholar- Athlete or the Year.
The award is \·o.ted on by
the faq11ty represen tativesfrom the 8 Jeag,.1e m embers.
Ead1 scl;10ol \",as allowed to
nominat e one m:i.le and one
female from one of the foUowing WCAC spcrts: basketpa ll,
taseball, cross country, golf,
soccer, tennis, softball and v.olleyball.
During his ,1 ye3.rs at USD,
Steve's contribt1tions have
teen felt by teamma tes, students, faculty and the community, with his involvem ent
in . numero us extracu rricular
activitie s. A 1987 co-capta in,
Steve's tenacity on both ends
of the basketba ll court h elped
lead USD to their most successful season ever. He played
an importa nt role in the t eam's
successf ul drive this season to
the WCAC r.eguJar season
champio nship as he c.i.me off
the bench to average 5.5 ppg ./
/'
and 3.4 rp_g.
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D
Tne._'.~ i t y -oLSaIL..Diego is
(

offering summer sports camps to
girls and boys ages 8-17. Activities
include tennis, football, basketball,
girls' softball, swimming, soccer
and girls' volleyball.
The camps, which will be directed by USD coaches, will provide
day and resident sessions.

Cost for the tournament tennis
camp is $325 for day sessions and
$385 for resident sessions. The
basic tennis camp is $190 for day
and $275 for resident sessions. Tne
other camps range from $145 to
$190 for day sessions and $275 for
resident sessions.
For more information, call Pat
Buczaczer at USD, 260-4803.
_,,,---
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Jew-AlieJij Applying for Amnesty in S.D.
By t~ r~ i~i?Sta f
Writer

Few illegal aliens have come out
who do not meet the standar ds for
apply for amnest y outside the
of hiding to apply for amn·est y
citizenship, and is actively camUnited States.
during the first month of the new
paigning among the California conAmong the local groups <!ssis ting
federal immigr ation law , Mayor
gressional delegat ion to assure that
in the amnest y effort are , Access.
Mauree n O'Conn or said Friday,
rhe new law is applied humane ly so
the Amerh: an Civil Libertie s Un"becaus e they fear that their famithat families are not separat ed.
ion, •Ameri can Frienr' s Service
lies will be torn apart" by deporta Attorne y Carol Hallstro m, coorComm ittee , Anti • iJ :f amatio n
tion of unquali fied immigr ants.
dinator for the San Diego Immigr aLeague
of B'nai B'rith, Catholic
O'Conn or threw her support betio n Law Coaliti on, said that
Commu nity Service s, Chican o
hind a coalition of local agencie s
O'Connor's support comes "at a
Federat ion, San Diego Law Center,
that are offering low;.co st counsel critical time" when few aliens were
San Diego Volunte er Lawyer Proing to illegal- alien families, promwi lling to come forward to seek
gram and l]ni versity of San DiegQ
ising confide ntiality and protect ion
legal status in the United States or
School of Law.
against deporta tion.
were unawar e of the service s being
Fear of the federaU mmigra tion
offered by 17 local groups .
;ind _N.a~a-l-rnat-ie-n-fre-r.vice has
Hall strom also propose d that the ,---- ----- --,,. ..,c.
----'
slowed applica tions for amnest y to
INS re verse its interpre tation of
a trickle -less than 2,000 of an
:he immigr ation law to allow those
estimat ed 100,000 to 200,000 focal
seeking special agricult ural worker
aliens.
status to apply locally, rather than
Aid groups also have had few
be forced to travel 1,500 miles to
clients because of rumors that INS
r.he U.S . Consul ate in Monter rey or
agents follow aliens visiting the
2,000 miles to the U.S. Embass y in
counsel ing centers in order to raid
~,lexico City-n ow the nearest aphomes and deport family membe rs
plication centers for the program .
who do not qualify for amnest y
Estab lishme nt of agricul tural
under the new immigr ation law,
-;\•orker applica tion centers in Tiagency spokesm en said.
:uana and Mexicali would resolve .
O'Conn or said Sen. Alan Cran·!he problem . Hallstro m said. The
ston ( D-Calif.) has introdu ced a
;i ew law require s those who were
resoluti on that would bar the INS
out of the coun try on May 1 or
,_ !!'o!l1.,,~;~orti ng family- mimC.b~e::.r:::..s-=:::'.t::'.h~
os~e:::::w::h~a~le'.: : '.f: '.:t::'.a:'.:'.f::'.p=r==t
t
h="='=,1="'=,,=·::'"===
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BURN OUT: Orville Myers, a
photographer who covered the
Pebble Beach fire for the Monterey Herald, was hospitalized
for scratched corneas, smoke inhalation and exposure to poison
oak. His truck was burned in the
flames. Some big deal: He won
the Associated Pre ss photo
award for May, bringing him a
check for $100.
THE NAMES: Robin Thrush
wife of HBJ's Peter Jovanovich;
has written her first children's
book, "The Gray Whales Are
Missing." It has in-house ties:
Pre-teen sleuths use HBJ-owned
Sea World to learn why the grays
aren't migrating. The book is due
this fall from HBJ. . . . Ken
Thygerson, CEO at Imperial Savings, will be profiled in Forbes in
August. He's credited with that
firm's tum-around . . .. Dean Michael Dessent of Cal Western
Law School sends a photograph
from Harry's New York Bar in
Paris, where he has installed a
Cal Western pennant. ... The
Alumni Assn. at UCSD will honor
a pair of physics graduates on
Friday as alumni of the year. ,
They're Paul Chu and Brian
Maple, both pioneers in super. conductivity research. (Chu is the
University of Houston physicist
who launched a technological
revolution when he broke the
high temperature barrier with
his superf~~ducting materials.)
PASSAGES: Husbands and
ds _laughed .,:whep six promifr}en
l/
nenl; wbinen OJ>"enecf a boutique
called Monkey Business at La
Valencia Hotel. That wa·s _ 14 .
years ago. No one had thought of
them as businesswomen: Ruth

Allen , Na ncy Gentry', El ecta
Black and Nancy Cudahy of La
Jolla, Judy Ridgway of Rancho
Santa Fe, and Dorothy Tyson of
Point Loma. Now · that they've
proved they can make money,
they 're retiring. Monkey Business
closes on Saturday. For a parting
shot , the women had a call from
National Enquirer, which identi.fied their logo as the one on the
hull of Gary Hart's favorite party
boat. (No one admits to having a
clue how it was copied in Miami.)
ON THE ROAD: Sheldon
Krantz, dean at USD Law School,
will go to China later this month
to help plan a juvenile court system. Going with him: Presiding
Judge Judith McConnell of Juvenile Court, and Presiding Judge
Anthony Joseph of Family Law
Court. .. , Jonathan Freedman,
who receive(\ a Pulitzer for his
Tribune editorials on immigration, hurried off to Europe on a
grant, filing dispatches on terrorism. Home-town tributes are
being deferred until summer's
end. Among them: The Mexican
and American Foundation is
naming Freedman its Media
Role Model. Runners-up: Tom
Johnson, publisher of the L.A.
Times, and magazine publisher
Dan Lopez.
IN SHORT: The hot item
among car prowlers: cellular
phones. In six months, thieves
have ripped off 89. . . . The Hamel
brothers oppose Belmont Park
development, but they're more
than tripling the size of their Mission Beach sports store. (It's
Hamel's first face lift in 20
years.) . . . Pam Connolly notes
that the C&R Clothier TV spot, of
a young man 's graduation, was
filmed on Elm Tree lawn at
Scripps College for Women.
NICKEL EAGLES: Chuck
Nickel, the D.A.'s chief felony
prosecutor, and his four brothers
set a national record in 1971: five
Eagle Scouts in one family. Now
Chuck's son, Tom, is an Eagle.
(Last year his cousin Bob, son of
San Diego pathologist Jim Nickel, started the second generation
of Nickel Eagles.)
Alison .DaRosa assists with the
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Vista's Ian Skidmore is earning a reputation on just his
doubles play.

Skidmore earning

doubles dividends
The pure doubles player, it seems,
is going the way of dinosaurs and
wooden rackets. Singles gels center-

Local Tennis

court recognition. r>oublc~ ~rl$ thP-

Mark Zeigler

backseal - and back courts.
So it's refreshing lo come across
an Ian Skidmore, a senior al Vista
High. He likes singles. But in high
school, he played more doubles. And
F'riday at the San Diego Tennis and
Racquel Club, he won his second
straiglirCIF-San Diego Section doubles championship.
A testimony to his ability when
four players are on the court instead
of two, Skidmore defended his title
with a partner - junior Mike Brown
- he first played with when they
stepped on the court Tuesday for
their first-round match.
Skidmore's usual partner, senior
Mike Walson, was in Georgia trying
lo qualify for this summer's national
18-and-under hardcourl championships. In defeating top-seeded Mark
Ellison and Chrl• Swortwood or 'forrey Pines 6-3, 6-3 in the final, Skidmore and Brown played only their
seventh and eighth sets together.
"I was trying to find him a new
partner," said Vista coach Stormy
Sexton. "! told him, 'Brownie's the
only guy I can give you.' He said,
'OK, no problem, I'll take him.'"
Eight sets later, Skidmore added a
championship trophy to the one he
won last year with Paul Richards.
It capped an incred11lo11s season or
doubles for Skidmore. lie never lost
a match. He never lost a set. He lost

liced against each other most of their
waking lives, will be going their sep:1 ra tc w:1 ys soo1i.

Carl, 18, a senior al San Oicguilo
High who defeated IS-year-old Michael on Friday lo win the section
singles title, is heading lo the University of California on a tennis scholarship. Michael, according his father,
will play "10 to 12" pro tournaments
as a amateur in the next year and
may "go away to train somewhere."
Carl and Michael aren't the only
ones leaving the county. The family
has sold its La Costa house and will
move lo Orange County this summer.
Both Chang brothers, who have
dominated San Diego junior tennis in
recent years, will try lo qualify for
September's U.S. Open, either by
winning the national 18 hardcourls
(and earning an automatic berth) or
through a qualifying tournament. Before Iha!, Michael may play in some
professional satellite events to gain
points for a world ranking.
"There is no pressure for him to
turn pro," Joe Chang said of Michael.
"The decision will come when he establishes himself on the pro circuit.
The other nice thing is that he is
starling young."

GURNEY IN -

Palos Verdes'

his serve twice. With WaL-,on, he was

Melissa Gurney has confirmed she

72-0 in sets and took the high school
doubles title al the prestigious Ojai
Valley Tournament in April.
"He has a hellacious serve," Sexton said of his star charge. "Plus, he
analyzes his opponents so well. He's
so educated in the game of tennis especially doubles - that he immediately picks out the flaw in the opponent and exploits it.''
Skidmore, 18, came to Vista .two
years ago as part of Woody Blocher's
tennis academy. Next year, he's
bound for Ken tucky on a tennis
scholarship;_ Wildcats coach Dennis
Emery has hinted Skidmore might
play No. I doubles - as a freshman.
Currently, he's ranked No. 8 nationally in the 18s for doubles with J.R.
Edwards, a freshman al the University of San Diego. This summer, he'll
play with Jeff Speir, a high school
senior in Texas who will attend Arizona in the fall.
"When I was young, I played a lot
of singles tournaments and I played
doubles with my friends just for fun,"
Skidmore said. "I found out I was
pretty good at (doubles), so I kept
playing.
"I think doubles helps with singles.
It relines a lot of the singles aspe1:ls
of the game. It makes you concentrate on your return (of serve) more
and place your return. It helps you
with your reflexes more al the net."
And, as Skidmore has demonstrated so adroitly, it can pay dividends.

will defend her title in the $75,000
Virginia Slims of San Diego. The 56player tournament begins Aug. 3 at
the San Diego Tennis and Racquet
Club.
Gurney, who turns 18 this month,
defeated juniors rival Stephanie
Rehe in last year's final for $13,000
and her first Slims victory. Her competition this year has not been set.
"But already it looks like a much
stronger field," said Jane Stratton of
Promotion Sports.. "It should be
stronger because the Federation Cup
(in Vancouver) is a week before us
and the Los Angeles Slims is the
week after us.''
For ticket information, call 5819166.

. C:HANG GANG - The tennis-playing Chang brothers, who have prac-

PIECES AND llJTS - Former
Crawford High and San Diego Mesa
College star Christopher Groff
reached the singles and doubles
quarterfinals in the NAIA tournament last month in Kansas City, Mo.
Groff, the team captain al Cal-Lutheran, earned All-American status
by making the final eight . . .
The local Domino's TeamTennis
leagues are in their spring playoffs.
There is a possibility that some
league champions will play their
counterparts from Ventura County
later this month .. . USO wil)...bosl
week-long tennis canips-torjimiors
in June, July and August. Both the
tournament- and basics-level sessions are offered on a resident or
day-camp basis. For more information, call 260-4803.
1
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$10.6 Million _USD East Campus Student Housing Center Nears Completion
Construction· of the $10.6 million East Campus Student Housing
Center at the University of San Diego is on schedule and to be
completed by C.A. 'Larsen Construction Co., the general contractor,
by the end of June. Included are .six three-story buildings for student housing, four single-story auxiliary buildings, site improvements and parking for 500 vehicles. The six major buildings are to
house 512 students in 135 two-bedroom with two-bath units and 21

one-hedroom with one-bath units, each with a kitchen and living
room/study area. Jon McDowell, operations manager for the
Larsen firm, credits computerized scheduling of building trades
and materials with keeping the project on schedule and in holding
construction costs within budget. Designed as a visual gateway to
the university, the 154,000-square-foot housing center is being constructed on a 15-acre site along the north side of Linda Vista Roa~
,,,_
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~"ie tte r from ,Washington
USD prof gets boost on nomination
By Mark Ragan
Copley News Service
Special to The Tribune

a,£
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PANCER BACKS SIEGAN . . . Michael Pancer, the San Diego attorney who
defended former Mayor Roger Hedgecock in his trial on conspiracy and
perjury charges, is urging the Senate Judiciary Committee to confirm the
nomination of conservative U~ersi!Y..m....§an Diego law school professor
Bernard Siegan to the federal 6encn.
In a letter to Judiciary Committee Chairman Joseph R. Biden Jr., Pancer
mentioned his credentials as a past president of the San Diego chapter of the
American Civil Liberties Union.
"While I cannot speak for the American Civil Liberties Union, I mention
my activites with them to demonstrate my concern in general for the principies of civil liberties," Pancer wrote in his May 14 letter. "I have complete ,
confidence that Professor Siegan will serve most fairly as a justice. He is
most concerned with the liberties of all citizens and has written extensively
of this concern ."
Siegan, whose confirmation hearings are tentatively scheduled for July,
could be in for a fight. Several liberal groups have hinted they might oppose
his confirmation.
Nancy Broff, director of the Washington-based Judicial Selection Project
said her group will release a report soon on Siegan's qualifications for the,
federal judgeship.
She said Siegan's writings on judicial review are so far out of the mainstream that putting him on the federal bench, "would be like putting the wolf
in to guard the chickens."
She said the report will draw from Siegan's own writings, including a
manuscript for his new book on judicial review.

*

* *

AMERICAN IN PARIS . .. Rep. Bill Lowery, R-San Diego, is off to Paris
next week on what he described as a congressional fact-finding trip. Lowery
said he and other members of the congressional delegation will visit the Paris
Air Show to study the "competetiveness of American aerospace technology.''
More than 240 U.S. aerospace manufacturing and service firms will be.
exhibiting products to about 25,000 industry representatives.
Lowery is taking an Air Force plane to Paris and his four days of hote'.
expenses will be picked up by the Air Force and the State Department. ff
wife, Katie, who will be joining him there, is paying for her own ticket or
commercial airplane .
./-
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Sharon Ste gmulle r. a res ide nt
0
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students
at
the l ' niver sitv of Sa_!l_.Olego
held
ises
rc
exe
com me nc·e me nt
Ma>· 23 and 24.
Ste gm ulle r received her bach.
ca lau rea te deg ree in Spa nis
t
den
stu
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for
ter
She was a wri
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fou
for
ta.
Vis
the
.
newspa per
yea rs. and the editor-i n-chief her
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Colleges and Un
Ste gm ulle r was chosen as one
0
of ten ca ndi dat es out of 2.50
an
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n
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cho sen for a
e mp loy ee _ be nef its rep res enual- tat ive for Aet na Life and Cas on
ng
ni
trai
·
I t_v . She will begin
Jun e 22 in Ha rtford. Conn .
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resident receives USD law degree
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Calix, a reside nt of ·
Linda
Powa y, was amon g the 1,250
students receiving degre es from the
Univer:sl~Y ~ San Diego at commenc emen t exerc ises held May 23
and 24.

Calix received he~ Juris Doctor
degre e in Law. She ..-as the recipient
of the Bancroft-Whitney Amer ican
Jurisp ruden ce Award for Constitutional Law for 1984. She is curren tly
emplo yed with Imper ial Savings

Association as a law clerk.
The USD gradu ating class included 740 stude nts recei ving
under gradu ate degre es , 250 receiving Maste r's degre es and 250 receiv~
ing law degrees.
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State news

Q_SD law profes sor denounced as U.S. judge nominee
By Mark Ragan .'?{/3t;
Copley News Service tr-} ·

WASHINGTON - A group opposing President Reagan's nomination of University of San
Diego law professor Bernard Siegan to the federal bench has accused Siegan of being "so
opposed to basic constitutional principles that
he would not be able to apply the Constitution
and laws fairly."
In an 18-page critique, the liberal Judicial
Selection Project cites Siegan's books, law review articles and newspaper columns and concludes that he "rejects the foundations of our
Constitution as it has been interpreted over the
last 200 years."
"In promoting his personal political and economic agenda, Mr. Siegan would sacrifice all
four cornerstones on which our constitutional
system has developed," said the report sent to
the Senate Judiciary Committee this week. "In
so doing, he rejects the heart of the role of the
courts as guardian of the federal Constitution."
Patrick Korten, a spokesman for the Justice
Department, dismissed the critique as the
work of "a pretty fringy bunch that doesn't

_,,

exactly pull a lot of weight around here. I don't ·
think we'd care to react to what they are saying."
;
The Judicial Selection Project is a Washington-based arm of Alliance for Justice, an organization fonned by liberal groups to oppose
Reagan's conservative judicial nominees.
The group OCO!pied the front lines of earlier
confirmation battles involving Reagan nominees to high federal judgeships.
Those earlier battles were fought when Republicans controlled the Senate. Now, for the
first time since Reagan came to office, Democrats control the Senate.
Reagan nom inated Siegan in February to the
9tli U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals. The Senate
committee has yet to schedule hearings on the
nomination. The report, a copy of which was
obtained by Copley News Service, is due to be
publicly released next week.
Siegan has argued that the Supreme Court
should give more than minimal scrutiny to
laws that impinge on property rights and economic liberties. He also has criticized the Supreme Court decisions enforcing school deseg-

regation by busing and other methods, saying
they constitute a "flagrant example" of judicial usurpation of legislative and executive
powers.
Much of the Judicial Selection Committee's
critique focuses on Siegan's forthcoming book,
"The Supreme Court's Constitution: An Inquiry
into Judicial Review and its Impact on Society." Although the book is in manuscript form,
Siegan sent it to the Senate Judiciary Committee for review.
The report attacks Siegan for his view that
the 14th Amendment to the Constitution protects only "fundamental and natural rights" of
life, liberty and property and not political
rights such as voting, office-holding, jury service and public-schooling.
In his book, Siegan argues that those political rights must be created by the legislature not the courts.
But the Judicial Selection Project said the
segregated ·'dual school systems" for black and
white children "would not have been dismantled" if Siegan's views prevailed.
Siegan's view that the court should protect

only fundamental and natural rights "would
have devastating consequences for other ty~
of civil rights cases as well" the report states.
"Because such rights as voting, jury service
and housing are political rights and not natural
rights, Mr. Siegan's world would allow an:
white juries, all-white political primaries, racially restricted zoning. and enforcement of
racially restrictive covenants in deeds."
The report also criticizes Siegan's views on
the Supreme Court's interpretation of the Bill
of Rights and concludes that Siegan's opinions
on the freedom of the press, separation of
church and state and sex discrimination "call
into question his ability fairly and impartial,ly
to enforce them."
·
The report cites Siegan's belief that libel
should be left entirely to the states to regulat~
- "a position that could lead to a return of
sedition laws to insulate public officials from

criticism."

Siegan's supporters are expected to counter
the critique with arguments that Siegan has
received endorsements from professors who do
not share his views.
~
-
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;S.tu.~ ent Spotlight Q~s5 d)
, Students from Mabel H oggard
jSixth Grade Center were recog;nized for completing the Mathe!matical Olympiads contest with a
lteam score in the top 10 percent of
;a ll participating sc hools. The com:peti lion uttrncted more thun
l;'jQ,000 students from the United
!State!;' and fo reign countries. The
(team membe r s were : Shea
;Backus, Michelle Bearden, Robiert Beggs, Royce Bernhardt,
,Leeanna Buis, Larain Diamond,
:Jillian Doman, Bridget Gifford,
iKristee Graham, Laura Grizzle,
-Christoph er Hagan, James
\Humes, Julee King, Christian
!Koyns, · Jack Lemons , Kathryn
iLollar, Randy Rex Lund, Jeffery
·Markwell, Eugene Mayorga, Kris' ten Middleton, Pamela Moore,
; Patrick Ofenloch, Michael
, Parker, Christina Perry, Justin
: Pingel, Brandon Piotrowski ,
:Travis Reed , Richard Roberts,
Clinton Ryan, Nina Sauter, Shelly
Smith, Valeria Soares, Steven

Swanciger, Terolyn Thompson .
and Blake Webber.
Elissa Latocia Avant, a student
at .Jim Bridger .Junior High School. ·
has been named an Academic All American b~· the !\ational Secondary Educnt ion Council. Shl' is t lw
daughter or f\lr. and Mrs. E lihue
A\'ant nnd \\'OS nominnll'CI l'or th<·
national a ward b~· \Ir. HigglP.
Avant will appear in tlw nationally
published Academic All-Amerirun
Scho lar Directo ry.

Kelley Vinson , S~: Melannie
Greenhalg h , s:1: and Sherri
Lawitzke , ~-1.

Las \' egas residents Anthony
Abbatange lo a nd Osvaldo E.
Furno r<•<'Pin•d h11l'l':1la11rcnte degn.•<•s during rommencem ent at the
l'ni\'l·rsjt 4 Snn Diego . Abbntnngelo rrccivecl his degree in political
scie nce. He was a member of the
i)re-law fraternity, Phi Alpha Delta . and was the student body president for 1986-87. His future plans
include attending law school in the
fall. Furno received his degree for a
double major of business administration and English . He was a lso a
'm ember of Phi Alpha Delta, the

,r

The new editors or Basic High
School"s "El Lobo" :-·earbook for
the upcoming school :-·ear are April
Kril , Pat O 'Mahar , and Holly
Lords.
Michelle Fair nnd Katherine IAmericon Murkclin!{ Assoc iation ,
Shieu arc, tlw Ill'\\' <·ditors of Bn - ;and · the professiona l business fras ir's "Lone \\'oil"' l'or the IVH'i -88 ,tem it y. Alpha Kappa P si. or which
he \\'US president.
school year .
Kathleen Ellen Delaney, daughThe new officers !'or Hnsic's
.J HOTC are Michelle Minear, com- ter ol' Mr. and Mrs ..Joseph P. Demanding offirer: Michelle Lanza , laney of Las Vegas, received a
executive officer: Patrick Kiley , Sl: bachelor of arts degree in English

at Colordao College and graduated
cum laude.· She was als·o one of the
48 graduating senio rs who were
elected to Phi Beta Kappa, t he
national honor society.
Joseph A. Leveque , son of Drs.
·.Joseph and Nancy Leveque of Las '
Vegas, received a doctor or medi ci ne dcg re r from the University of
Texas Medical School at Houston.
A graduate of Bishop Go rm an
High School, he attended UNLV
arid the University of Santa Clara.
He served as chairman of the
American Medi'cal Association
Medical Student Section while at
UT and plans to enter a residency
at Cedars -Sinai Medica l Center in I
Los Angeles. Calif.
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Judicial nominee Siegan sharply criticized by liberal group
o \ c; )

By Mark Ragan "' C4
Copley News Service

~

WASHINGTON - A liberal group
opposing President Reagan's nomination of University of San Diego law
professor Eernaro S1egan to the federal appellate bench has accused
Siegan of being "so opposed to basic
constitutional principles that he
would not be able to apply the' Constitution and laws fairly."
An 18-page report by the Washington-based Judicial Selection Project
cites Siegan's books, law review articles and newspaper columns and
concludes that he "rejects the foundations of our Consti tution as it has
been interpreted over the last 200
years.
"In promoting his personal political and c~-i~omic agenda, Mr. Siegan
would s;;crifice all four cornerstones
on which our constitutional system

.

has developed," said the report sent
to the Senate Judiciary Committee
this week. "In so doing, he rejects the
heart of the role of the courts as
guardian of the federal Constitution."
Patrick Korten, a spokesman for
the Justice Department, dismissed
the report as the work of "a pretty
fringy bunch that doesn't exactly pull
a lot of weight around here. I don't
think we'd care to react to what they
are S/iying."
The Judicial Selection Project is
an arm of the Alliance For Justice,
an organization formed by liberal
groups to oppose President Reagan's
conservative judicial nominees. The
group occupied the front lines of earlier confirmation battles involving
Mr. Reagan's nominees to high federal judgeships. Those earlier battles
were fought while Republicans controlled the Senate. Now, for the first
time since Mr. Reagan came to off-

ice, Democrats control the Senate.
The President nominated Siegan in
February to the 9th Circuit of
Appeals. The Senate committee has
yet to schedule bearings on the nomination. The report, a copy of which
was obtained by Copley News Service, is due to be publicly released
next week.
Siegan has argued that the Suprerne Court should give more than
minimal scrutiny to laws that impinge on property rights and economic liberties. He has ~!so critic1ze~ Supreme Court dec1s1?ns enfori::mg school desegregation by
busmg and otr.er me th ods.
The Judicial Selec~on Committee
focuses mu ch of its report on
Siegan's forthcoming book, "The Supreme Court's Constitution: An Inquiry into Judicial Review and its
Impact on Society." Although the
book i:. J_n manuscript form, Siegan

sent it to the Senate Judiciary Cornmittee for review.
The report attacks Siegan for bis
view that the 14th Amendment protects only "fundamental and natural
rights" of life, liberty and property
and not political rights such as voting, office holding, jury service, publie schooling.
In his book, Siegan argues that
those political rights must be created
,by the Legislature - not by the
,courts.
'· But the Judicial Selection Project
•said the segregated "dual school systerns" for black and white children
"would not have been dismantled" if
Siegan's views had prevailed.
· .
. Siegan's view that the court should
, protect only fundamental and natural rights "would have devastating
.consequences for othtr types of civil
rights cai;es as well," the report

~

states. "Because such rights as voting, jury service and housing are political rights and not natural rights,
Mr. Siegan's world would allow allwhite juries, all-white political primaries, racially restricted zoning
and enforcement of racially restrictive covenants in deeds."
The report also criticizes Siegan's
views on the Supreme Court's interpretation of the Bill of Rights and
concludes that Siegan's opinions on
the freedom of the press, separation
of church and state, and sex discrimination "call into question his ability
fairly and impartially to enforce
them."
.
The report cites Siegan's belief
that libel should be left entirely to
the states to regulate - "a position
that could lead to a return of sedition
Jaws to insulate public officials from
criticism." ' ·

The report ;;!so cites Siegan's oba
jections to the Supreme Court's land:
mark decision in New York Times v.
Sullivan that protects the press from
libel unless there is a showing Qt
malice.
-i, :
Siegan's supporters are expected
to counter the report with arguments
that Siegan bas received endorsements from professors who do 'not
share his views on American jurisprudence.
:. :
Among them is Harvard Professor
Alan M. Dershowitz, who has written
a letter to the Judiciary Committee
saying that although he disagreed
with Siegan on a number of his
\'iews, "I believe there is room in the
judiciary for a wide array of accept'.
able views ... so long as the individual has a commitment to protect li~
erty and individual rights. I am confident that Professor Siegan fit$
comfortablyi?<ithin ttis criteriorf

~

-
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LIKE GRANDF1 THER, LIKE
GRANDSON ....:.·Former major
league baseball player Ray
Boone, the father or California
Angels catcher Bob Boone, sits
In the dugout with bis grandson,
Bretl, before the first game of
the North-South high school se•
rles played over the weekend at
San Diego State t!!!1 USD. Bretl
played second 6ase1ortbrtlnnl~g South team and was
named to tbe stale team that
will play Oklahoma State In
Stockton ant week.

Tribune photo by Peter KoeJeman

"'

$tate team will be armed
with four local players

the Los Angeles Dodgers despite
By Bud Maloney
having signed a collegiate letterTrib&Lqe Sportswriter
· ,. Fo~r San.Diego-area high school of-intent with Cal State Fullerton,
· baseball players were asked to ;was 4-for-H (.286)·.
Helland had five hits in eight at·· ..;. participafe , in the . three-game,
Norlh-Soulb series for grnduullng bnLs (.625) in catching the first nvc· seniors that was completed yester- innings ol the first and third
games and the last four innings of
day afternoon at USD.
All four - Lance Dickson or the second encounter. With a base
Grossmont High, Donnie Carroll of on balls in the second game, be
Granite Hills, Eric Helland of Pa- was on base six of the nine times
trick Henry and Mike Eicher of he batted.
Also named to the team that
Mira Mesa - also will be playing
next weekend in Stockton for the will play Oklahoma from the
South
squad were shortstop Tom
California team in a three-game
series against a similar group of Redington (Placentia Esperanza
High), second baseman Brett
,, standouts from Oklahoma,
All four · played outstandingly Boone (Placentia El Dorado), first
for the Soulh learn that won the baseman Manny Cervantes (Wh1tserlC!I, two games to one, with a Uer Ln Scrnn), third baseman
12-9 triumph In yesterday's finale, Greg Colbrunn (Fontana), and
· , They thus were named to a 19- pitchers Phil Kendall (Long Beach
player team (10 from the South Millikan) and Scott Schanz (Riverside North).
The North players named are
pitchers Ron Gerstein·(Santa Cruz
'Prep baseball
Harbor), Dave Lafferty (Vacaville), Rick Reynolds (Saa Ramon
·. and nii\e from the North) that will Valley),
Steve Wolf (Lodi), catcher
go against the Oklahomans.
Paul Ellis (San Ramon Valley),
Dickson, with a six-inning, two- shortstop
Javier Alvarez (Saa
hit, 12-strikeout performance on Francisco Sacred
Heart), outfieldnight, was easlly the ·best ers Richardson
and James Proctor
I ,: Friday
pitcher In the series, Carroll (Hanford),
and second baseman
played every South Inning ln center field, and Helland started two Vina.
'
of the three games, catching a
■ ~ •
, total of 14 innings.
· There were no more than 250
But II was Eicher that capluroo fans In attendance at any of the
the i,maginatlon, He was a fast- ' three games, but the series,
staged
ml~ute replacement for Poway's · by 'the California Baseball
Phil Plantier, who signed a Boston Coaches Association, may have
Red_ Sox contract last Thursday.
a permanent home in San
Eicher, the only late addition to found
Diego.
,-; f!ith~r squad, received a telephone , Corporate sponsors are forth'' call on Friday morning telling him coming and next year's games, into show up at Son Diego State for cluding both the North-South sethe series' first game that evening. ries and the California-Oklahoma
The . 6-foot-4 Mira Mesan re- series, are expected to be played
sponded with four hits in seven at- in San Diego.
bats for a .571 average in the three
These games have been going on
games. Ile hod two doubles and for 18 years, but until Friday
and
also walked four times which put Saturday's contests at San Diego
i ::! him on base eight times in 11 trips State and yesterday's at USD, none
to the plate. He scored six runs, had been played in San Diego.
'.•i
three more than any other South
player and two more than the best
from· the North.
Brett Boone, son of the Califor! .:
· "He was always on base/' said nia Angels' Bob Boone and grandr ~i
South coach Len Arevalo (Morse son of former major leaguer Ray
t:, . High) who elected to start the Boone, led both teams in hits with
Eicher in left field six. Boone, from Placentia El
; f": Stanford-bound
three games.
,. in Aallweek
Dorado High, was 6-for-10 (.600)
ago, Eicher was disap- and had the series' only home run,
., ,'
pointed
that
he
wasn't
selected
to
.
.: '
a 380-foot shot to center field, yesthe _South squad alter tryouts in terday at USD.
,'' ,''
Santa Ana on June 6, but after Fri• · ■ Redington, big for a shortstop
~ay morning's phone call, he said, and equipped with a strong arm,
My goal was to make the state was selected the South's most
team. These players are the very valuable player alter going 5-for-9
I •
best and it is gratifying to know (.556) and Vina, who went 4-for-12
that I can play with them."
(.333), won the same honor for the
Carroll, t~e No. 2 draft choice of
North.
/

I ,·

,.
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By Scalia's Hiring
Of Justice Lawyers
Who Is Disqualified?
.1..'/S'S
By CHARLEY ROBERTS
WASHINGTON - The Justice Department litigates far more cases before the Supreme Court than any other entity, so it
caused a bit of a stir recently when Justice
Antonin Scalia hired one of Attorney General
Edwin Meese's special assistants lo clerk for
him in the 1987-88 term.
''Some eyebrows \\•ere raised,'' said Nancy
Brof/, director of the Judicial Selection Project, a coalition of liberal organizations
formed to monitor President Reagan's judicial nominations.
While the hiring of one Justice Department
lawyer to clerk at the court was nettlesome,
what troubled liberal activists most was that

::'r,"Jif.:e ~~:~i°P~/~is~~~

rh~e~~lvi~~:[
lia 's cfe'rks during the current term also
came from the Justice Department.
" It makes me feel uneasy," Braff said.
Adding to that unease is the conservative
link to all three clerks and Scalia . The new
clerk, Steven Calabresi, is co-founder of the
conservative Federalist Society. The other
two clerks - Lee Liberman and Gary Lawson - are also founding members of the society, and Scalia served as campus chapter
adviser.
Scalia's choice of Liberman and Lawson
was shrugged off by liberals at the time because he needed clerks in a hurry when he _
joined the high court and chose two who haj
clerked for him at the U.S. Court of Appeals
Calabresi clerked for appellate judges Ralp
Winter and Robert Bork .
·
Before reporting to Scalia 's chambers, Ca
labresi is stopping off at the White House f~f1
a few weeks to assist Kenneth Cribb, recen'l"
ly Meese's special counsel at Justice, who if
the president's new domestic policy adviser[
1

. Recusal of the Justice?

. Hiring Justice Department lawyers to
clerk at the high court also drew mixed reactions from ethics experts, some of whom said
it might r~uire not only the clerk but. l!Je ••,
justice to be recuse himself in a number
cases.
·
"Where a clerk held a position in the Justice Department, which is Ii ligating such is-

_ot . .

sues as school prayer, affirmati\'e action,

and the like, it is possible to create an appearance of impropriety ," said Abbe David
Lowell, a Washington lawyer and Georgetown University Jaw professor who special-

izes in ethics.

Lowell and another ethics scholar. Professor Robert Aronson of the Uni\'ersity of

-~s Kaise tthics Issues
.

cl. 'I .,Cs11'tinued from Page 1

10g term .
As a special assistant to Meese, he handled
various administrative chores and briefed
the attorney general on policy issues but he
did not participate directly in many specific
cases during nearly two years at the
departmen t.
He said that while hiring clerks from Justice may be unusual, if not unprecedented,
the department has been a frequent source of
Supreme Court justices. "A number of attorneys general and their deputies have been
named to the court and have gone on to be
very talented and able justices," he said. " If
they can ser,e, and it is a greater problem
when a justice recuses himself, then it should
not be !hat serious a problem for clerks.''.
Liberman, who sen•ed as special assis!anf
to the head of the civil division and as an
associate deputy attorney general, said she
bas had to recuse herself from several cases
at the court. including one involving a private law firm where she had been a summer
associate.
Any suggestion that justices should recuse
themselves because of their clerk's past associations is "a non-issue as far as I can
figure out," she said .
Lawson did not respond to a request to be
interviewed. At Justice, he served as an aide
to Charles Cooper, the head of the Office of
Legal Counsel.
But Lowell and Aronson are not ";lling to
dismiss the matter.
Said Aronson, "Most judges would say that
their clerks don ' t decide cases, they do, so
they don't need to disqualify themselves. But
that is a myth. because at a minimum clerks
are a sounding board, and at a maximum
they write the first dralt of the opinion."
Consequently, he said, litigants may question whether they will get an impartial hearing from a judge whose clerk has ties to the
Justice Department.
"But that assumes that a reasonable person would believe a Supreme Court justice's
pa rticipation would be improper," argued
:,,-yu•s Gillers.
Lowell compared the situa tion to that of
government lawyers who join a prh·ate law
firm . "In civil litigation today, 200-person
law firms are being disqualified from cases
because one member of that firm used to
work for the agency involved. It happened in
a case I was involved in. The lawyer was not
in volved in the case. but the judge decided
that was enough to disqualily the firm."
Go\·ern mtnt Lawyers

But GiUers said that the rules of professional conduct for lawyers make a clear
policy distinction between private and government practice. Different ruJes for screening out conflicts apply.
Roy Sobelson. a professor at Georgia State
University School of Law, agreed. He said
there is good reason for disqualifying an entire firm in Lo-•·elJ's example. "There is always a presumption in that situation that if
one lawyer is exposed to confidenlial infor-.
mation he will share it with others in his
fin.1 ." But the same presumption is not

Wasliington School 01 t,..aw, comi;:uu u10.L VVL"
the clerk and the justice should disqualify
themselves in some instances to preserve
both the fact and the appearance of
impartiality.
However, a majority of those surveyed,
including Scalia's clerks, said they thought
that hiring a lawyer from Justice to clerk at
the court would create no more of a conflict
than hiring an associate from a private Jaw
rirm.
- - ··«fcton'i see Scalia'sbeing forbidd;;; i;.;-m
hiring a Justice Department lawyer," said
Stephen Gillers, a New York University Law
School professor. "But once having hired
him, there h~s to be heightened sensitivity.''
A problem arises only when the lawyer has
had some connection with specific cases that
comes before the court, he said. Thus, the
judge and clerk must take precautions to
ensure that Lhe clerk does nol work on cer•
lain cases.
Harm to ·Court

"It would be a mistake for a judge to take
himsell out of a case, assuming the clerk
behaves according to the rules," said Geoffrey Hazard, a Yale Univers ity law professor
who played a leading role in Lhe revision of
the rules of professional conduct by the
American Bar Association.
Preble Stolz, a professor at Boalt Hall
School of Law at the University of California
in Berkeley, said requiring a judge lo recuse
himself in cases in\"Olving the Justice De•
partment would hurt the work of the court
since the department plays a role in more
than half the cases heard by the justices.
~' r According to the U.S. Solicitor General's
· · Olfice; the government participated in 62
percent of all the cases decided by the court
m the 1985-86 term.
Calabresi, the Justice Department lawyer
whose hiring sparked the debate, said, "As
long as the clerk does not participate in a
case, including talking to the other clerks or
the justice about it. then the justice is ap·
preaching it entirely as a fresh matter."
"Imputing to the justice whal the clerk has
done seems to be going awfully far," he add·
ed. To adopt such a rigid view, he said, would
require a judge to disqualify himself in cases
appealed from a lower court where the clerk
previously held a clerkship. "It's just as
much a conflict."
Calabresi said he plans to adopt the ap·
proach used by the two lormer Justice law•
yers now serving as Scalia 's clerks. They
each wrote a memo identifying cases on
which they had worked at Justice and stating
that they would not participate in any case in
which they served as counsel, adviser. or
material witness, or on which they expressed
an opinion on the merits.
Despite working directly for the top deci·
sion-maker in the Justice Department, Cala·
bresi said he does not expect to have to
recuse himseH [rom very many cases that
come belore the Supreme Court in the comSee Page 2-4

t

CLERKS

made when a lawyer moves from one part of
the government to another because act ivities
are more compartmentalized.
Donald Weckstein, a University of San Diego Ta-wim>tessor, believes screening clerks
·out of conlhCt casd--Gll.preclude recusing
the judge, but he doesn 't think the issue is
resolved by existing codes of conduct.
"lt"s a question tha t falls between the
cracks," he said. The codes add ress la wyers
and judges, and even a judge's spouse. "but
there is no mention of clerks and whether a
clerk"s knowledge can be imputed to the
judge."
The issue is worth considering, both the
scholars and clerks agreed , because judges
increasingly are choosing c:~rks with more
experience.
,
As recently as the 1960s, most clerks came
lo the Supreme ·court straight out of law
school. Now. all of the clerks arrive at the
high court after completing at least one
clerkship at a lower court. An_d sources at the
court said some of the justices have a strong
preference for clerks who have a year of law
practice experience.
In the 1986-87 term, seven of the Supreme .
Court"s 34 clerks had some ou tside legal experience between their clerkships. Two of
J ustice Sandra Day O'Connor's lour clerks
fall into this category. and one each among
the clerks for Justices William Brennan, Byron While, and Thurgood Marshall. Scalia's
other two clerks this term both clerked for
him at the U.S. Court of Appeals.
Whether the other justices will lollow Scalia 's example and hire clerks from the Justice Department remains to be seen. The
court has not yet announced the full list of
clerks for the 1987-88 term .
As for a revolving door between Justice
and the court, Liberman will become an assistant professor of law at George Mason
University in Arlington, Va., when her clerk·
shi p ends this summer. And Calabresi said
he, too. plans to teach rather than return to
the department next year at the conclusion of
his clerkshii'.'._
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M,c,f9n earns degree in law
Susan Melton of Torrance, a
former lifeguard and swim
instructor for the City of Gardena, has been awarded a
juris doctorate from the University of San Diego.
Ms. Melton served as student body vice president while
attending the USD law school.
She placed second in the
American Trial Lawyers'
Association finals in Washington, D.C., and received an
award from the International
Academy of Trial Lawyers .
.She was graduated from ·
North High School and· the
University of · California,
Irvine.
She is the daughter of William and Clara Melton of
Torrance.
After taking the bar exam in

July, Ms. Melton plans to
work as a deputy district
attorney for Riverside County.
·

,

SUSAN MELTON /
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/US D Players Sign
tra cts
llS~
Basebaac.::
.·
Un ~tt '6f s:?n Diego baseb all
Dan

playe rs Ro ~ge rs and
Kewm an have signed contr acts
with major leagu e teams , Coach
John Cunn ingha m said.
Rodg ers was drafte d by the
Cleve land Indian s and will be as signed to Batav ia (N .Y.), a Class -A
team in the New York -Penn
Leagu e. A desig nated hitter , Rodgers was the USD team capta in.
leading the Torer os with a .373
avera ge.
Newm an, a pitche r/o utfi elder,
signed as a free agent with the
Houston Astro s and will play for
Saras ota (Fla.) , a Class -A team in
the Gulf Coast Leagu e.
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/C lairemont Pitcher
Rick Doane·Signs
USD Lr tt~ of Intent
Ricl1 5o?n e>wh o pitche d th e
Claire mont High Schoo l baseb all
team to the San Diego Section 2-A
cham pions hip game this seaso n.
has signe d a nation al letter of
inten t to attend the Unjve rill)' of
· -- - '
San Diego in the fall.
fi ve high
g
amon
--was
1e-U-oif1
school gradu ates and one comm unity college transf er who signed
le tters of inten t with USD this
week, Torer o baseb all coach John
Cunn ingha m said.
Doane, a right- hande d pitch er
and left-h anded batter , was Claire mont' s Most Valuable Playe r this
seaso n, leadin g the team in most
pitchi ng and offen sive categ ories.
As a pitche r, he was 7-1 with 4
saves and a 2.30 ERA. As a short stop, he hit .511 with 2 home runs
and 37 RBIs.
Also signin g with the Torer os
were pitche r James Fergu son from
Anah eim's Servi te High, catch er
Steve Stumpf! from Huds on (Ohio )
High, short stop Steve Skam nes
from Judge Memorial High in Salt
Lake City, pitche r/ outfie lder John
Murp hy from Sagua ro High in
Tucso n and outfie lder Scott Ka wall
from Waub onsee Comm unity College in Sugar Grove, Ill.

San Diego, CA
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hired A.J. Smith away from the Chargers. The
Bills are expected to announce Smith's hiring,
which becomes effective July 1, next week.
Smith, who headed the Chargers' pro scouting
department last year, will fill a college scouting
vacancy, created when former Bills receiver Elbert Dubenion left for a scouting job with Atlanta.
Smith's place with the Chargers was taken by
Rudy Feldman, who was hired earlier this month.

•••

USIU BASEBALL - Alan Everest recently resigned as head coach of USIU's baseball team,
ending a five-year stint.
He will be succeeded by George Kachigian, who

to lose pro scouting director to Buffalo
served as an assistant to Everest the past two
years. Prior to joining the USIU staff, Kachigian
was head coach at Grossmont Community College
and, earlier, at Marian High.
Everest compiled an overall record of 111-150-4
at USIU. He plans to continue teaching at USIU
and will assist his brother, Tom Everest, who was
recently named football coach at Escondido High.
Last season, the Gulls finished with a 29-27-1
record.

•••
U$D BASEBALL - Coach John Cunningham
has announced ilia£ six players have signed letters
of intent to play baseball for USD.
The six players are:

Rick Doane, a 6-0 shortstop-pitcher from Clairemont High; Steve Stump, a 5-11 catcher from Hudson, Ohio; James Ferguson, a 6-6 pitcher from
Servile High in Anaheim; Scott Kawall, a 5-8 outfielder from Sugar Grove, Ill.; Steve Skamnes, a 61 shortstop from Salt Lake City; and Jeff Murphy,
a 5-9 pitcher-outfielder from Tucson.
Meanwhile, Robbie Rogers, USD's captain and
leading hitter last season, was drafted and recently signed a contract with the Cleveland Indians.
Rogers hit .373 last season and was a second-team
· All-West Coast Athletic Conference selection.
Also, Dan Newman, a senior pitcher-outfielder,
signed with the Houston Astros as a free agent. He
will play with Sarasota (Class A, Gulf Coast
,League).
,/
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U_§Qs Thompsdn
eyed by the NBA
By Donna Bala ncia
T,mes-AdvOC<il:: 3portswri ter

Associated Press file pho10

US D's Scott Thompson is on e of th e big men in the NBA draft.

----

SAN DITGO - Scott Th ompso n is hoping that thinking small
will pay off in a big way.
The former University of San
Diego gradi:ate is one of the top six
centers in \londay's NBA draft,
and he feel, attending the relatively small -.:n iversity m ay have
worked to l-.is advantage.
"I went tO a sm a ll college and I
didn 't get the publicity I cou ld have
gotten, but , hat's probably good ,"
said Th om:>son, who at 7 feet is
among the iop 50 prospects in the
draft.
The NB ..\ draft prospectus says
little about ::iim. While other players' qualit ie s are listed as "good
outside shoo ter" or "ve ry aggressive inside.-Tho mpson is merely a
",·ery hard worker."
"I know ,.-':!at I'm up against," he
said. "I we~.: to a small high school,
too. I picktc USO because I wanted to play r:;;ht away. I didn 't want
to redshin .So, Th o:=pson already has interviewed ,..ith the Los Angeles
Clippers, w:::o could use help at all
positions.
"I've ta!ktd to a lot of teams,"
said Tho c::-son , who fini s hed h is
fou r-year r 2..reer as USD 's all-time
leadin g sc , er with 1,3 79 points
and leadin.: , 0i:lounder with 740.
He was ;amr d West Coast Athletic Confrc t nce Player of t he Year
afte r paci r. .: t he Toreros to thei r
second NC.-\...\ tournament berth .
· Most oi :hem want to find out

what kind of person I am, in addition to how I play," he said. "They
want to keep it quiet th at they're
talk in g to me - and, you know,
so me teams have been talking to
me more t han others."
In his fre shman year, he averaged 7.1 points a game v.ith 135 rebou nds. He averaged 11.1 points
an d collected 180 rebounds his
sophomore ye"ar, 14.4 points and
20 3 rebounds his junior year, and
last year he averaged 15.9 points
and 222 rebounds.
· It's definitely helped me, going
t o USO." sa id Thompson . "I
worked hard and I had a good sen ior year. I've improved every year
in every category."
The NBA's Director of Scouting
Se r vices, Marty Blake , said
Thompson should continue to improve if he wants to make it iri the
pros.
.
-He has the ability to be an NBA
st arter, if he wo rks at it," said
Blake. "He's big and strong, but he
needs to learn to move a round."
Thompson expects to be selected by t he end of the first two
rounds.
"At least that's what I've been
reading. I'm sure I'll be hurt in bargai ning if I don't get p icked in the
second round, but I won ·t be disappointed," he said.
-rd lik e to get on a team that
is n't overloaded with bi g men. A
tea m like Houston wouldn't need
me," he said. "Being that my folks
li,·e near Sacramento , it'd be convenient if I were drafted by the
Kings. But then , I'd like to go to
the E ast Coast . Basketball is livelier there."
USO Coach H ank Egan agreed

v.ith t he NBA's one-line descrip-tion but said the center is more ·
than just a hard worker.
"H e is a good player with excel 0 •
lent hands and a great feel for the ·
game," said Egan . "More impor- ·
tantly, he is a great competitor-, ·
who plays his best in big games." ·
Egan said there has been a lot of
interest in Thompson by the NBA
representati ves.
"I've seen a lot a people through '
here l\nd they indicate he would be
d rafted in the second round ," he
said. "We've had a representat ive
from every club in the NBA come
over or call or I've sent films to ·
teams."
Egan says Thompson was a
valuable member of the past four .
USO teams because he is a thinker.··
"As a pure center, he 's the best
I've ever coached, but not because
of his physical capability," said
Egan. "He's just starting to grow :
p hysically. He hasn't been strong .
enough to carry that body around.
He's not a great shot-blocker.
"But i)e was intelligent and ha4 .
great hands. He understood the ·
game."
E gan said Thompson reminds ..
him of an NB ..\ great in the mak 0 .
ing.
.
"He passes the ball and operates .
like (Bill) Walton," he said. "He
doesn't have his quickness and
ju mping ability yet, but he reminds
me of Walton.Thompson. who attended Mesa
Verde High School in Citrus :
Heights, is one of four 7-foot centers in this year's draft. The other~ •
are Navy's David Robinson,
Washingto n 's Chris We lp and .
West Virginia State's Ron Moore.
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rsity, succeeding San dra Ha rda ker . Leslie
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What the Post means by Los Angelesized (I ; ·-1
see no reason for that hyphen) is evident in ·
~;
Stein's comparison of the two cities:
·
·
,'.
. "~~re in Southern California, " he wrote,
"mankind_has taken a landscape drenched with ;. ·
. sun 0 capable of supporting every kind of "'
:'.;
1
beautiful vegetation from palms to pines, and
blotted it out with hideous developments,
:·.
s_hopping centers, apartments and every kind of
·,
. .. . . .. _
, .
. , ... , ,
t1cky-tacky monument to greed. · .
,,
PHRASE THAT STRIKES fear and
. ,/ The native Angeleno takes this in stride. He _· _·;
loathing irito·the hearts of most urban , ,' .. . 1 has_never known any other, b~tter way. But as a :.
·I
communitie s in America is Los
.. ;, L transpl~nt fr~m Washmgton, Id long harpored
· Angelesization .": ; ·
- ,'► -'
, ,'li, .. rpemones of its green places and a hope that r -~
Or is it LosAngeliz ation?;
co~ld return to them . :.. .
. ..
. _ , ._.
The phrase is of fairly recent origin, and it ,_;,:1
l was wrong. Washmgton an~ its e_nv1r_ons are·-appears in both forms ..: ;, ·;
..· not d1~ferent from Southern California. T.hey
What it means is an insidious metamorph osis .· . ,v:ere Just slo~ off the_mark. Th~y show every
,1
by which a neat, clean, 'moderatel y large and
sign of catchmg u~ with the ugliness of'Los
prosperous city g_radually ..l.. or rapidly Angeles, and fast.
. becomes an overgrown metropolis ,
· · ·' : '·
·
: -''
overcrowo fd; ov._erbuilt, crisscrossed by
AM REMINDE D of an old horror story in
; ;;
freeways, and plagued by crim~. litter, poverty ·
which two beautiful young people, a man and ,.1
and every other manifestat ion of urban blight. ·
a woman, are cast adrift on a remote island ..; l
· · ·.,'
,,,
·
whose inhabitants are covered·from head to foot- d
,,Taking riote:bi)~e
use of this phrase, . by a hideous fuzzy white growth. Despite the . •c. "
Charles J. 'Reilly;' director cif communica tions • . presence of these monsters, the young couple
",
University of Sa~ Diego, thinks it is time we '
are happy in their paradise until one day one of .,_;
settled on one·speffing or.the other. ,,
, · · r.,_,,- them sees a small white spot on the other.
.;,)
· "I wish you would 'use ·your podium," he
·/: ·
Evidently the nation's cities live in fear of
.,
writes, "to clear up the pr9per spelling of the :. . discovering that tiny spot of infection on their
quasi-expletive Los Angelesization. I've seen two .. civic bodies - that first freeway, that first
:,J
spellings receritly,'in cluding one in your column . Shopping strip, that first high-rise; that first
'.
11
and one in the San Diego Union."
desecrated wild space, that first gridlock. ·
.-,
He enclosed an alarming story from the
. So Los Angelization is here to stay.
,.,
Union in which San Diego's runaway growth is
· But perhaps Reilly is right. If Los Angelization,u
seen as pl~nging that once idyllic city toward a
is a pheno~eno n of our times, perhaps we ought s
nightmare of inner-city blight and spr·a wling
to standardize the spelling. Reilly notes that Los
suburbs by the year 2000.
..
·.
.
Angelesization and Los Angelizatio n perform
·i
thesamefu nction.
· ·
·
·. Worried 9y,this apparently remorseless trend, ,
My ~hoice will mean nothing. Usage will ;
Mayor_ Maureen O'Connor recently appointed a · prevail. M_y b~t would be on Los Angelize
and ~ 1
com~1t_tee to:.prepare a Vision~po rt . .. .. .
-,; Los "?ngellzatlon. The two f?rms would thus be
descnbrng the.·ideal San·Diego of the future .•·:c .. consistent. After all, Angel 1s enough. I have
Said a critic .of that re.port: "In sum · the visi~; :). never understood why we call ourselves
11
Rerort is for a San Pi ego of the 1960s' while the ,:•" Ange_lenos, or Angeli nos, when Los Angeles
is
trend forecasts Los Angelization by the year . . the city of the Angels, not the City of the
2000. The year 2000 is not far off." .. .·,
Angelenos. ,
Th~ word also tur'ned up recently In a
,. :, Why doh't we just come right out and call
Was~mgton Post headline over a story by .
our.selves Angels?
BenJa_min J. Stein, a Los Angeles transplant from
I man angel. .
.
Washmgton, wh?, on returning to the capital,
And San Franciscans are Fnscans.
was shock~d by its degeneration.
,·
,,
The headline reaq : "Are We Being Los
·• JACK SMITH is a reporter for the Los Angeles Times .
Angeles-ized?"
•
, . ,,..
. •,, Stan GIiiiam 's column re_turns Wednesday .

:J

Los A'r1_g;eles lends i

,'.i

nam eto urbanJear

A

t•:

I

grb~lhg

._ . .>,,;\:, :,.).,·- · .

•
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The NBA Draft

Thompson's first NBA
shot is with the Bullets
~y

D~~~a ~al~ncia

rimes-Adv,cx;a,te Sportswriter

u

c:;~

:}- \. '

; SAN DIEGO - Scott Thompson is optimistic that with a little
effort he'll catch on in the NBA,
but it may not be with the team
that drafted him Monday.
Though Thompson was drafted
81st overall and was the Washington Bullets'·fourth round pick, the
former University_ of SJm.-Diego
center was selected7,y'a team that
has two ·experienced centers already. Washington chose three
guards ahead of him.
"I have to see who they drafted
first and then I'll have to figur~ it
out'," said the 7-foot former University of San Diego standout, one
of four 7-footers in this year's
draft.
Thompson will have a tough
time making the Bullets' roster.
The team already is carrying veteran· center Moses Malone, the
three-time league Most Valuable
Player and 7-foot-7 Manute Bol.
"I just have to look at my options," said Thompson. "I can't
have any negative thoughts. I
know Manute's 7-foot-6 or something and he's been there and he's
improved. I think I'll need time to
improve, ·too.
"As for Moses, well, I'm sure
they're looking for a backup."
ompson said he expected to
gt, a l the second round.

"After the second round, I just ...
kept thinking 'some time in the '
third,'" he said. "I just kept calling /
the hotline because the team didn't
call me."
USD Coach Hank Egan said .
Thompson will have to continue
the same work habits in pursuit of
an NBA job as he djd in college.
"I know Scott has physically improved over his career and has .
made strides in his jumping ability," he said. "But Moses is a physical player and that's the area where
Scott needs to improve."
. Thompson finished his college
career as San Diego's all-time leading scorer with 1,379 points and as
its leading rebounder with 740.
He averaged 15.9 points and 7.4
rebounds a game during his senior
year and shot 54.1 percent from
the floor and 72.8 percent from the
·
foul line.
Thompson was the West Coast
Athletic Conference Player of the ·
Year last season and posted career
averages of 12.2 points a,nd 6.5 rebounds.
Egan said he had heard Thompson would go as high as the second ·
round and Thompson said hearing Scott Thompson has his work cut
this made him more anticipatory.
"With all the media hype, you
Egan added that Thompson
start expecting stuff," Thompson may have options such as playing
said. "I'm disappointed, but you've
rseas, but in any event, he
got to take things in stride."
.,vuld have to continue to develop

out for him .
as a player.
"If he's willing to work and get
on a weight program, he's got ?
chance," said Egan.
/
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SCOTI THOMPSON WAS PROJECTED AS SECOND·ROUND PICK
"I have to go prove myself a llllle more and turn ~ -~ e opinions around"
'
~. ',
. ·~-~-· :_..., ,' / •·· __ . - --·----··--- ·- --- ·-- - - --

*Thompson------------.,,
Continm.>d From C-1

.,2,Q t,'~

Thompson, who was selected West.Coast Athletic Con•
lerence Player ol lhe Year alter leading the Toreros to
the NCAA Tournament this season, led USO in scoring

selections. In addition, Thompson was selected by a team
lhal isn't hurling for a big man wilh Moses Malone and
Manute Bol on the Bullets roster.
"He's· j1lsl going lo have lo go in and grab some altcn•

(l~JJ) :1111..l rclmunc.llng (7.4) •11ul bc<:u111c lhc school's all-

lion aml, hopc!ully, cam hl111sclf u look

time career Division I leader in both categories. He is the
seventh player from USO to be chosen in the draft, the
last being Mike Whitmarsh, who was selected by Port·
land in 1984.

lhal learn," Termini said. "And we'll also look at il in a
more expanded view in that maybe he's one or lwo or
three years away, which he could very well be. I'm nol

NUA teams supposcc.lly were impressed by Thompson's

height and all•around ability. Instead, his inability lo
make scouts take notice at all•star camps in Hawaii and
Chicago earlier this year and perceptions of limited mo•,
bility downgraded his value.
"! don't know ii there is any one factor for him going in
the fourth round," Termini said from his Cleveland off•
ice. "The mobility factor was probably the one overriding
negative teams looked al. That was definitely a negative,
and the fact that his performances in the all•star games
were not strong enough to help him. I don't think that was
necessarily lair considering Scott had a tremendous ca•
· reer in a conference that has produced quite a few pro'
players.
"It's not real lair to have a kid go out and play three
days in Hawaii and three days in Chicago and throw out
what he's done in lour years at his own school. Scott may
have fallen victim to that very kind of judgment. But ·
: that's the way the business is."
Added NBA director of scouting Marty Blake: "I heard
a lot of projeclions that Tyrone Bogues (the diminutive
guard selected by Washington in lhe first round) would ~o
in lhe second round. I really had no inclination. I really
thought he (Thompson) would go higher, but what's high•
er? He will still have a chance to play. Just tell him lo go
. oul and work hard."
History shows that lourth•roond choices have a much
tougher lime making il in the NBA than second•round_

;1s

fur as 111;1ki11g

down about it in that sense bccnusc With cxp;rn!-ion
there's going to be more jobs. It Scutt shows U1c kind of

improvement lhal I think he's capable of, I think there
will be a spot for him whether il is with Washington or
another team."
"With a center you're dealing with a liltle bil different
animal, but that can only be used to some extent alter
you gel past the second round. Basically, ii you look up
the odds of a player making the NBA roster alter the
second round, it becomes less and less. It drops oil drasli•
. cally alter lhe second round. Bul that's just how it's going
lo have to be. Scott is going to have to earn himself a
position, or explore lbe possibilities of the Continental
League and /or Europe."
While allernalives lo lhe NBA remain a possibility,
Thompson will' not give up his NBA dream, or watch· il
sidetracked, without making the same type of effort that
led to his success at USO.
"It's a good team and I'm looking forward lo playing
with Moses and Manutc and gaining some experience
from that and go from there," said Thompson, who had
nol yel been contacted by Bullets officials. "We have lo
find out what kind of personnel they have and who they
got in lhe draft, then make a game plan and go from
there.'
"Maybe I need a little more experience and it's (Eu•
rope) even more of an option now. I have to sil down now
and evaluate everything in the next week or so and find
out what's _going lo happen."
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~u~r, )nomp son tabbed in 4th_
A pair of centers , Yale's Chris
Dudley and USD 's Scott Thompson, were the only players with
San Diego ties selected in Monday 's NBA draft.
Both were taken in the fourth
round , Dudley going to the
Cleveland Cavaliers on the 75th
pick overall, Thompson to the
Washington Bullets on the 81st
pick.
The 6-10 Dudley is a 1983
graduate of Torrey Pines High.
He averaged more than 17 points

a game for the Falcons as a
senior but lost out to Vista 's Jim
Douglas for Palomar League
player of the year honors .
The 7-0, 260-pound Thompson
was the West Coast Athletic
Conference player of the year
and is the Toreros' all-time
leading scorer and rebounder.
He joins a team which already
features two highly touted
centers - former lea gue MVP
Moses Malone and Manute Bo!,
at 7-6 the NBA's tallest player.

oan u1e:90, l:A

(San Diego Co.)
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Tliompson: Italy
is opt ion to gain
•
som, e, experie
nce
;z_Ofi(;i'Q

~on linucd from C-1
person. Dul to play In the NllA he has
got to raise his effort. He has to get
on a comprehensive outside weight
training program and concentrate on
improving his stamina and speed.
''The draft is based on what people
thi nk. Scott has still been given the
chance lo show the llullcls what he

is. It's up to him. If he wants to raise
his effort level, he can do it.
"Being drafted in the fourth round
should be an inspiration to him."

Thompson is the seventh player in

USD history to be drafted. But no
Torero has made a mark in the NBA.
"I'd like to do it for a number of
reasons," said Thompson. "I'd like to
do it for me, naturally. And I'd like to
do it for the school. USD is still
viewed as a small school out there.
USD and San Diego was great to me.
I'd like to say I made it out of USD.''
Thompson helped make USD basketball what it is today.
In four seasons at Alcala Park, the
7-foot, 260-pound center played on
the only two USD teams ever to win
West Coast Athletic Conference titles
- and the only two ever to play in
the NCAA Tournament.
"I wish we would have played better in the tournaments (USD lost in
the first round both times)," he said.
"I wish f would have played better.
Maybe I didn't go higher in the dra ft

'\

USO center Scott Thompson Is disappoin ted abou t selection In
fourth round .
' J •~ 4

·i I

ht'('llllSli

,

Bullets make Toreros' Tho mpson
'low' choice; he'll ·give it best shot
lly mu Center
Staff Wriltr

Being dralted in the fourth round_
by the Washington Bullets yesterday was not quite what Scott
Thompson expected.
"I kind of figured I'd go in the
second round," the University of
San Diego center said last night
while reflecting on the National
Basketball Association draft.
"The worst I figured was early in
the third round. I guess I didn't fig-

ure this one quite right. It's OK, I
guess. I'm just anxious to get
going."
Thompson didn't quite know why
the NBA draft failed to go the way
he expected it to. "Honestly," he
said from his parents' home in Sacramento, "I had nothing to base my
expectations on. I've found the players arc kind of kept in the dark
about this."
He did know one thing.
"Being the 81st player dralted is

not the end of the world. I've just
got to work hard."
Toreros coach Hank Egan thinks
hard work is Thompson's ticket to
the NBA.
"When I talked to Scott this afternoon he was disappointed," Egan
said last night. "I told him what he
needs to do now is cross the next
step.
"The draft is a judge of players,
not people. Scott is an excellent
See THOMPS-ON on 7ge C-4
I

I dlcln'l play

:1s

Atlanta drafts
interna tionaUy
From News Se rvices

NEW YORK - The Atlanta
Hawks used a globa l approach in
the NllA draft yc-sterd,1 y, usi ng
their last five picks to take foreign players.
"We have a pretty deep tea m
a:,; it is," H:a wks gcncr:11 ma11:1Kcr

Stan Kasten said, "We dcculcd to

take some of these players.
They're better than those available from the third round on.''
With their third-round choice,
the 67th selection, the Hawks selected Song Tao of the Chinese
national team. A round later, the
Hawks took 6-foot-8 center Thcofanis Christodoulou of the Greek
national team with the 90th pick.
In the next two rounds, they
selected Jose Antonio Montero, a
6-5 guard from Barcelona, and
Riccardo Morandoti, a forward
from Turin, llaly. For lhcir final

pick, the Haw ks took Franjo Ara ·
povic of Yugoslavia, a 7-1 center.
Golden State also got into the
act, choosing Soviet guard Charunas Marchulr nis in the sixth
round as the I27th pick.

wdl as ex-

pected in the most important (NCAA
tournament) games.''
Thompson started the last 185 of
the 113 games he played at USD.
He averaged 15.9 points and 7.4 rebounds a game during his senior season while shooting 54.1 percent from
the floor and 72.8 percent from the
foul line - marks that were also his

four-season career percentages.
He was chosen the WCAC's player
of the year while making the all-conference team for a third straight season. He was also a WCAC all-academic team selection for the second
time and USD's most valuable player
for the second straight year.
With Thompson playing in the
middle, USD had four straight winning seasons and was 77-36 over his
four seasons. The Toreros had never
had a winning record at the Division

I level before Thompson's freshman
season, du ring which he also gained
WCAC rookie of the year honors.
Thompson finished with career averages of 12.2 points and 6.5 rebounds. His 1,379 points ranked him
third on USD's all-time career scoring list.

"I ha ve some 01>tions ," said

Thompson. "I think I've reached the
time to view this as a businessman .
"Playing in Italy is a possibility.
They've shown some interest in me. I
think I need a little more experience.
"But I'm going to have lo wait and
see a little bit. I know the NBA is
having some bargaining problems
with its players association. There
are summer leagues and training
camps to consider. I want to be absolutely ready to go whenever il is
time to get going again."
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: Esth;7 ~er;d~ sin ca4f'os tias been appointed
Amy .Hofstein ; Miehe.lie Livsey, Peter Clark, Julie
: Ca lifornia Advisory _Comml ssio~f Bond ' ~,!!d ' ~ufety,;:_ Mat- . Hine; Randy Jensen ;.Bert Yansouni, David Zemke and
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.
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'Vatican seeks

~a tighter grip
ion its schools
Academicians hostile
to outside influence on
U.S. Catholic colleges

By Robert Di Veroli
Tribune Religion Writer

HE FUTURE of U.S. Catholic
colleges and universities
could In large measure hinge
on the outcome of a struggle over a
Vatican attempt to exercise stricter
control over the kind of theology
taught in such institutions.
At Issue Is the relalionshlp between the church's "magisterium,"
or teaching authority in matters of
faith and morals, and • what many
Catholic academicians believe is a
Catholic university's right to academic freedom and institutional autonomy.
Involved are such thorny questions
as the seemingly
anlithelical rights
of theologians to
probe, challenge,
even publicly dis.sent from church
teachings and of a
- , bishop to superintend the leaching of
lhe Catholic faith
at a Catholic uni1.:..._ _ __,J verslty
in his
diocese.
The issue centers largely on
whether academic freedom bas the
same meaning in a Catholic university as it does in a secular university.
The Roman Catholic Church, while
gruullng lhat knowledge Is conllnuously being updated - even radically revised - in such secular fields as
physics, astronomy or chemistry,
does not grant the same in the case
of faith and morals, in which it
claims divine guidance.
Core teachings on faith and morals
are open to development and deeper
understanding, the church would say,
b"t not to radical, contradictory re-

T

vision.

The Catholic college issue has been
simmering for years, with charges
flying that Catholic universities have
largely lost their Catholic character
and become centers of dissent rather
than orthodoxy.
But It has come to a head with the
publication of a 1985 Vatican document that would place U.S. Catholic
colleges and universities more directly under the control of bishops as
far as the teaching of faith and morals is concerned, an arrangement
that has been greeted with dismay
and hostility by many Catholic academicians.
·
Prepared by the Vatican Congregation For Catholic Education, the
document is popularly known as the
"Baum schema," named after its
prefect, Cardinal William W. Baum,
former archbishop of Washington,
D.C.
..
Both the schema and canons 807814 of the church's 1983 Code of
Canon Law would give an unnamed
"competent ecclesiastical authority"
- presumably bishops - the right to
certify a college as Catholic and to
hire and fire theology professors accordingly.
The schema says the Catholic university "exists within the church and
is part of it" and cites Section 808 of
the Code ol Canon Law, which says
that "No university, even if it is in
fact Catholic, may bear the title
'Catholic university' except by the
consent of the competent ecclesiastic
authority." •
The schema sa'ys bishops "have the
duty and the right of seeing to it that,
in these universities, the principles of
Catholic doctrine are faithfully observed" and that such 1iversities In
Please see COUEGESj A-6

/.

jurisdiction of the local bishop. Without that, they

cannot be Catholic.'

*Colleges
1·,,11flm11•1JJ,'m111/ 111,:,• I

lie schools could, ii necessary, form

winch they arc not may be declared
"no longer Catholic" by the aulhori•

their own accreditation agencies
similar to existing Jewish and Chris-

says he is salisfi ccl with USD's
ca tl1 ulicily.
The Rev. Norbert Rigali of the

are recognized by the federal government.
Schema critics also say it !ails lo
recognize that a theologian is more
than a catechist and that a university
is more than a parish religious-education program· charged with teaching official church doctrine.
The Vatican, nevertheless, has sent
out repeated signals that it is conabout how official church
cerned
atVatican
any
to
opposed
:1m:rntly
tempt to impose what they regard as teachings on faith and morals are
ouLside control over Catholic univer- taught in Catholic institutions of
,
Mgher learning.
sity faculties.
One of the most highly•publicized
More than a year ago, a letter sent
lo the Vatican by the Association of was the case of the Rev. Charles E.
Catholic Colleges and Universities, Curran, who was told he could no
representing presidents of llO of the longer teach as a Catholic theologian
235 U.S. Catholic colleges and univer- at the Catholic University of Amerisities, called the proposal unwork- ca because he publicly dissents from
the church's teaches on sex and other
·•hlr-, f'Vfln "diJ;m~lrom1," :111cl rom-

Ueparlmcnl says the Vatican urgently needs to more clearly define what
a theologian is and docs since, in his
view, a theologian is more than a
mere catechist.
"These problems are not going to
go away, bul you don't just solve
them by fial," he says. "What is the
role of the theologian? II there's
room for dissent for a theologian,
you find that by determining what a
theologian is in the first place. And
you'd have to start with the idea that
,1 theologian is nol a catechist, that
we do not serve the churcl, in the
way a catechist does."
The Rev. Raymond 0. Ryland, also
of lhe USD religious studies department, says the mat ter is clear
enough al ready since the church
plainly teaches that the Ca thol ic

t w s.

llun accrc<litallon asHoclnllom1 lhtit

II implemented, the schema would
n•quirc that all Catholic university
professors display nol only prolcssiona l competence, but a certain
"doctri nal integrity and uprightness
of life" needed to justily their continued presence on a Catholic lacully.
ll is such language thal has stirred
so many Catholic academicians lo
protest. Critics of the schema arc ad-

pl:1J11i:d 111,ou l the sdw11 111':,i "Jurltll c11 l

tone."
The ACCU says the guidelines
might work in countries where theological faculties operate in stale unive rsities, but not in U.S. Catholic colleges not linked directly to the hierarchy, but governed by independent
hoa rds of trustees.
Like many other Catholic colleges,
the Univer~ily__ol San Diego is run by
:i hoard or lruslecs. !ls members, approximately 34, are nominated by
and subject to majority-vote approval of the board.
!ls chairman of the board, Bishop
Leo T. Maher, says a Catholic bishop
has a right to control the teaching of
the Catholic lailh in a Catholic colh•gc or uni versity in his diocese as a
means ol ensuring ils catholicity.
Both lhe schema and Canon Law, he
says, require Catholic college theology prolessors to have "a mandate
from the competent ecclesiastical
authorities" before they may teach in
Catholic colleges and universities.
"Competent ecclesiastical authorities," says Maher, means the bishops.
"That's what the argument is
about today."
USD President Dr. Author E.
lh,gfiC!>Was one of 14 U.S. Catholic
,·ollPKc' pn•sidc•nls who in M:1rch tonG
sigucd a statement sen t to Home pro.

111Ultcnt

Although Curran's case is unique
because CUA is the lone Vaticanchartered university in the United
States, it is seen as a sign the Vatican
means business about what is taught
in all Catholic colleges and universities.
Some of those involved, like the
Rev. Joseph O'Hare, Fordham University president, have gone so far as
to suggest that implementation of

IJSI) 'fl!l'olo~y :uuJ ltcligious Sludil:s

fullh 11'1 d1,fit wd liy Um JIHJII' i111d hi11h

ops, not by theologians,
Ryland says lhc accusation that
lhe Valican goal is indoctrination is
a smokescreen.
"The notion that ii one is teaching
what the Catholic Church officially
teaches, that's indoctrination, but
that if one allows all kinds of
freewheeling statements to the contrary, that's nol indoctrination, is absurd," Ryland says.

''

There should be some significant relationship
between the church's doctrinal teachings and an
institution that calls itself a Catholic university
'

the Baum schema might force Catholic colleges to escape church control
by declaring themselves no longer
Catholic.
That might be a good idea, according to one {,)SD professor who says he
believes mhnfCa[liolic colleges have
de-catholicized themselves.
"R would at least help clear the
air," says the faculty member, who
requested anonymity, explaining,
" IJiit'icnt on lhi:i is.-.uc is nol lukr:1lcd

''

He says secular standards of academic freedom do not ap ply to Catholic theologians and that the issue is:
Should students in Catholic college
theology and religion classes get, in a
positive way, what the church teaches or what theologians prefer to
teach?
Resistance to the Baum schema,
he says, is "an attempt to oppose any
effort to make certain thnl what stutlt•nls

J.:,t-l

in a C'l:1 ssrorn 11 is autlw11ti •

cally Catholic."
~
very weJI around here."
testing the kind of "outside" control
Monsipnor Richard Duncanson,
"At. least then cult,,gcs !hat are
,·11visaKcd by the Uau111 :ichcma .
In
rector o St. Francis Seminary, says
but
calling themselves Catholic,
Implementation ol the Vatican fa ct are _not, will no longer be able to he basically endorses lhc schema,
plan, they say, would mean "that our ad vertise themselves as Catholic. but that instruction in the faith at a
universities are not universities at It'll also allow !or an opportunity to Catholic college is primarily the reall, but places of narrow sectarian create new, genuinely Catholic uni- sponsibility of ils campus ministry
indoctrination; hence they have no versities that are not Catholic prima- program.
right to claim public monies to sup- rily in name only, so that that might
But Duncanson, ·chairman of a 15port what would be described as be a good move in the long run."
member Catholic Awareness Comtheir proselytizing mission."
Despite the avalanche of criticism mittee concerned with the Catholic
One of the critics' chief fears is generated by the schema, however, nature of USD, says since the univerthat the plan, if implemented, would the so-called "truth in packaging" ar- sity is a teaching institution rather
endanger the accreditation of Catho- . gument - that Catholic colleges than a research facility, it should
lic universities and thus their eligi- should teach official Catholic doct- transmit official church teachings,
bility for the approximately $500 rine, not the theories of theologians not "current speculation" by theolomillion they receive each year in - clearly is the current Vatican gians.
stale and federal funds. Others say view.
He says that for accreditation and
the loss in funds will not be signifi"I believe Rome will eventually · federal funding purposes, Catholic
cant and, more importantly, that the come out with a document that will universities prefer to regulate themCa tholic universi ty's catholicity is definitely place the universities in selves, but that he does not, in princimo re important lhan mere institu- some manner under the jurisdiction ple, object to such universities being
tional survival.
of lhe local bishop," Maher says. subject to a bishop's guidance.
Kenneth D. Whitehead, deputy as- "Without that, they cannot be CathoDuncanson says theologians who
educahigher
sistan t secretary 'for
publicly dissent from church teachlic."
tion in the U.S. Department ol EduIn his annual address opening ings clearly have created "conlucation, says the Baum schema would USD's 1986-87 academic year, sion" among Catholics, a situation
not jeopardize the schools' eligibility Huglies acknowledged that "funda- that the Baum schema probably
for "the bulk" of federal financial aid mental differences" exist between seeks to rectify.
"because most government financial the schema and the college presi-·
The unidentified IJfill....!.aculty
aid goes to students, not to schools. dents' statement he signed prolesling member says he thought the schema
applied."
test
There is not a religious
was long overdue because Catholic
the schema.
On the state level, however, not all
He repeated the critics' contention colleges for years have been drilling
church-affiliated schools receive fi. that "the essence of academic free- away from church teachings.
nancial aid, Whitehead says. As for dom is the absence ol control Crom
"There should be some significa nt
accreditation, Whitehead says Catho- any body outside the university" and relationship bct~een the church's
that the function of a Catholic uni- doctrinal teachings and an institution
vcrsity is more than simply , lhat calls itself a Catholic university," he says. "I'm not sure we always
transmitting the Catholic faith.
]
Hughes says that USD "does not do that."
He says bishops have right to
the
for
indoctrinate
or
proselytize
church" and that tensions arise be- make sure Catholic universities
tween the magisterium and teaching teach, in a positive light, what the
theologians "as interpretations of the church teaches.
"I don't think that's askiDg loo
0
magisterium vary."

a

,.

Because . he declined to be inte~viewed for this article, wha t he
meant by this remains unclear, but
Maher says one thing it could not
mean is that there is more than one
magisterium, or church teaching authority,
"There's only one magistcrium,
the one made up of the pope and the
bishops," he says. '"!'hat's all. There
is no other magisterium."
Any USO professor who presents
in class the church's teaching on, say,
artificial contraception, but then ex. plains why he thinks that teaching -is
invalid, would be a candidate for dismissal, Maher says.
"No theologian has a right to teach
against the church's authentic teaching," the bishop says. "They may dissent privately. They may discuss it
privately, but once they teach,
they're taking over a prerogative
that's not theirs."
Still, Maher says he sees "no conflict" between his and Hughes' views
on the controversy and, moreover,

much," he says.
Catholic Awareness Committc,
member and IJSD Professor Dr. Roh
crt O'Neil, who says Catholic prof, ,
sors at USD arc in a minority, s.,!
the schema is out of step with th •
Urnes.
"The church at one lime tric<l I•
prevent r.alilco rrom leaching err•,
antl !uund oul some lime J;1tcr il w.,

not Galileo that was in error but t t,
church," he says.
Sisler Alice Gallin, ACCU cxcc11
live director, says she likes the ap
proach adopted by Archbishop Rem
bert Weakland of Milwaukee, Wis
who publicly identified M_:I.!:(JUl'II•
University ProfossorDanicl M.i
guire's pro-abortion views as oul o
step with the Catholic fai th, but per
mitted him lo continue teachin g :1
the university anyway.
"The reason I prefer that apprva.-1
is that we talk then about issues au,
not the right to dissent," Weaklan,
says. "I think that's what we all nc<'•
now."
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. , SAN DIEGO -"1.J~~.rs1t y of
S.a1!_pie_go has announced the appvoin ment of Charies Katsiaficas
as assistant men's basketball
coach .
. Katsiaficas·, 26, was head basketball coach at Pomona-Pit zer
College and comes to USD after
~ompiling a 15-10 record last season. He served as assistant varsity
coach in 1985-86 when Pomonaf'.itzer won its first conference
championsh ip in 68 years. He was
junior varsity coach in 1984-85.
A three-year varsity basketball
player at Tufts University, Katsiaficas played and helped coach a
professional team in Sweden for a
year before going to PomonaPitzer. _.,,
I ___
_____._

/
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US J! Jl a~ ~b as ke tb al l assis for three

Charles Ka tsfafiias has been
named an assistant basketball coach
at USD. Katsiaficas, 26, replaces
Rick Schoenlein, who resigned last
month.
Katsiaficas was the head coach at
Pomona-Pitzer last season, leadirig
the Division III college to a 15-10
record. He served as an assistant
varsity coach at Pomona-Pitzer in
1985-86 when the school won its first
conference championship in 68 years.
Katsiaficas graduated from Tufts
University in Massachusetts . He

played varsity basketball
years and was the team captain as a
senior. Katsiaficas played and helped
coach a pro team for one year in
/
Sweden .
-
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;s ockers' first pick
!is a West German
'.! By ~idge Ma~oney ·
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:: RICHFIELD, Ohio - Passing , up
•every four-year college player pres.ent and several national team mem:9ers who weren't, the Sockers yester:day made West Germany's Ralf Wil·helms of Foothill College of Los
Altos Hills their first-round choice in
the MISL draft.
:: Cleveland used the No. I pick to
~elect Brian Illiss, a 5-foot-8, 150:pound defender from Southern Con:necticut. Bliss, who played for the
,U.S. Olympic team in its qualifica:tion series with Canada last month,
(~as MVP of the Budweiser Classic,
,two all-star matches at the Richfield
:coliseum.
:; "We didn't really see anyone here
:who we felt could replace the players
'.we just released, aside from Bliss
:and a few others," said Sockers
:coach Ron Newman, talking about
. :rim Bartro, Raffaele Ruotolo and
_9thers released at the end of the sea;$on.
:: Still, Newman said of Wilhelms, "I
:~on't even think of him not making it.
1'he others are up for grabs. We defi:nitely plan on offering him a con-tract."

can play under a green card or
whether a new foreign-player visa is
required. The MISL collective-bargaining agreement adopted last year
stipulates foreign-born athletes must
play at least three years at a U.S.
school to qualify for green-card eligibility.
"I thin~ I am a complete player,"
Wilhelms said from Salt Lake City,
where he is working at a soccer facility. "I'm confident I can do well at
indoor soccer, but I must prove
myself to the coaches and the peopie."
Castro (5-7, 155) was chosen by the
Sockers four years ago out of high
school but elected to go to Indiana,
where he scored 17 goals. His
brother, Diego, plays for Wichita.
"He could have been a full-fledged
MISL player by now (if he had signed
four years ago)," Newman said. "He's
still good enough to work with."
. ~~wma~ s~i_d he didn't see any
goalies he liked in the draft but plans
to look at the University of San Francisco's Mark Powell, who started
training with the Sockers' reserve
team at end of last season.
• • •
Commissioner Bill Kentling saitl
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Larsen Construction Co. wi ll
complete constructioi:i_~f,..the S10.6 million
Univ_e~it¥.__9.L$a n Q.~o;e_9~p us student housing center by ' tJ-ie end of June .
Th e 154,0O0-squa re-foot complex is
located on a I 5-acre site on the north side
of Linda Vi sta Road across from the USD
Al/\
Sports Cente r. Schoell-Paul Inc.
I
•

Continued on'ext page
(

Continued .from prec-edin~~;a~

designed the ce nt~:::conform to the
ca mpu s' Spanis h Renaissance a rchitecture.
Harold R. Anderson Const. has completed a $1.3 million fa ce lift on the
10,744-square-foot Kearny Mesa Toyota
dealership. Pearson & Wuesthoff, AJA
Architect~ & Planner s designed the project.
Blake Construction Co. Inc. has started
construction on San Diego County's new
S8.7 million psychiatric hospital and the
University of California at San Diego's
S13.5 million student center and bookstore .
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The Univers1~San Diego has appointed
Charles Katsiaficas assistant men's
basketball coach . Kalsiaficas, 26,
coached Po:11ona-Pitzer College to c
15-10 record last season. ?L( )-5- , /
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Steve KrallmanII O -A R -LETE forward on
the USD basket . t
wa
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1987\VCAC male Sc
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the Year. ~oting is
from the eight leaguedone by faculty
schools. ·
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Vatican seeks
a tighter grip
on its schools
Academ icians hostile
to outside innuen ce on
U.S. Catholic colleges
By Robert Di Veroli
Tribune Religion Writer

HE FUTURE of U.S. Catholic
colleges and universities
could in large measure hinge
on the outcome of a struggle over a
Vatican attempt to exercise stricter
control over the kind of theology
taught in such institutions.
At issue is the relationship between the church's "magisterium,"
or teaching authority in matters of
faith and morals, and what many
Catholic academicians believe is a
Catholic university's right to academic freedom and institutional autonomy.
Involved are such thorny questions
as the seemingly
antithetical rights
· of theologians to
probe, challenge,
even publicly dissent from church
teachings and of a
. bishop to superintend the teaching of
the Catholic faith
at a Catholic university in his
diocese.
The issue centers largely on
whether academic freedom has the
same meaning in a Catholic university as it does in a secular university.
The Roman Catholic Church, while
granting that knowledge is continuously being updated - even radically revised - in such secular fields as
physics, astronomy or chemistry,
does not grant the same in the case
of faith and morals, in which it
claims divine guidance.
Core teachings on faith and morals
are open to development and deeper
understanding, the church would say,
but not to radical, contradictory revision.
The Catholic college issue has been
simmering for years, with charges
flying that Catholic universities have
largely lost their Catholic character
and become centers of dissent rather
than orthodoxy.
But it has come to a head with the
publication of a 1985 Vatican document that would place U.S. Catholic
colleges and universities more directly under the control of bishops as
far as the teaching of faith and morals is concerned, an arrangement
that has been greeted with dismay
and hostility by many Catholic acad.
emicians.
Prepared by the Vatican Congregation For Catholic Education, the
document is popularly known as the
"Baum schema,'' named after its
prefect, Cardinal William W. Baum,
former archbishop of Washington,
D.C.
Both the schema and canons 807814 of the church's 1983 Code of
Canon Law would give an unnamed
"competent ecclesiastical authority"
- presumably bishops - the right to
certify a college as Catholic and to
hire and fire theology professors accordingly.
The schema says the Catholic university "exists within the church and
is part of it" and cites Section 808 of
the Code of Canon Law, which says
that "No university, even if it is in
fact Catholic, may bear the title
'Catholic university' except by the
consent of the competent ecclesiastic
authority."
The schema says bishops "have the
duty and the right of seeing to it that,
in these universities, the principles of
Catholic doctrine are faithfully observed" and that such universities in
Please see lYJLLEGES, A-6
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Around
the

WORL D
e MEXICAN officials say a
monthlong heat wave in central
Mexico has killed 12 children, devastated cattle herds and caused numerous cases of dehydration. Temperatures as high as 114 degrees continue
in the region, especially affecting
poor villages and neighborhoods in
large towns where drinkable water is
scarce. Officials say 12 children have
died of dehydration in Veracruz and
Monterrey since the heat wave
began June 1.

e FRENCH Prime Minister
Jacques Chirac praised W~st German Chancellor Helmut Kohl for
proposing a French-West German
fighting unit, calling it an important
step toward unifying Europe. But
Chirac said France intends to retain
exclusive control of its nuclear missiles. On June 19, Kohl proposed a
French-West German army brigade.
• CHINA will abolish student
grants and force undergraduates .to
borrow money for college because of
allegations that many waste public
funds on drinking; gambling and extravagances. A national education
meeting in Beijing approved rules
that will require students to borrow
the average $622 needed for a year of
higher education, said the newspaper
China Daily. The sum is nearly twice
the annual salary of a typical new
college graduate.

e QUOTE OF NOTE: "The people
are the masters of their country and
the people's will must come before
everything else." - Roh Tae Woo,
head of South Korea's ruling party,
calling for reforms to end anti-government protests.

e A PALESTINIAN man was
killed and six people, including an
Israeli soldier, were wounded in a
land dispute at an Arab village in the
Israeli-occupied West Bank. Israel
Radio said the dispute in Abu Diyeh
was between Israeli land surveyors
and Arab residents enraged by Israel's confiscation of West Bank lands
from Jordan in the 1967 Middle East
war. It was not immediately clear
who fired the shots.

Carter, Deng

e CHINA'S 82-year-old leader,
Deng Xiaoping, told former President Carter he is too old to visit the
United States again, but recalled the
"extraordinary hospitality" of his
last trip eight years ago. Carter and
Deng, who normalized ties between
their countries on Jan. 1, 1979,
hugged each other when they met in
Beijing's ornate Great Hall of the
People. The two last met in August
1981 during a trip to China by the
former U.S. president. Carter is
winding up a weeklong tour of China.

Weathe r
e FORECAST - The sunshine will
continue tomorrow, once the usual
night and morning low clouds have
burned away. (Details, Page D-14)

'I believe Rome will eventually come out with a
document that will definitely place the
universities in some manner under the
jurisdiction of the local bishop. Without that, they
cannot be Catholic.'

*Colleges
Continued From Page I

which they are not may be declared
"no longer Catholic" by the authorities.
If unplemented, the schema would
require that all Catholic university
professors display not only professional competence, but a certain
"doctrinal integrity and uprightness
of life" needed to justify their continued presence on a Catholic faculty.
It is such language that bas stirred
so many Catholic academicians to
protest. Critics of the schema are adamantly opposed to any Vatican attempt to impose what they regard as
outside control over Catholic university faculties.
More than a year ago, a letter sent
to the Vatican by the Association of
Catholic Colleges and Universities,
representing presidents of 110 of the
235 U.S. Catholic colleges and universities, called the proposal unworkable, even "disastrous," and complained about the schema's "juridical
tone."
The ACCU says the guidelines
might work in countries where theological faculties operate in state universities, but not in U.S. Catholic colleges not linked directly to the hierarchy, but governed by independent
boards of trustees.
Like many other Catholic colleges,
the University of San Diego is run by
a board of trustees. Its members, approximately 34, are nominated by
and subject to majority-vote approval of the board.
Its chairman of the board, Bishop
Leo T. Maher, says a Catholic bishop
has a right to control the teaching of
the Catholic faith in a Catholic college or university in his diocese as a
means of ensuring its catholicity.
Both the schema and Canon Law, he
says, require Catholic college theology professors to have "a mandate
from the competent ecclesiastical
authorities" before they may teach in
Catholic colleges and universities.
"Competent ecclesiastical authorities," says Maher, means the bishops.
" That's what the argument is
about today."
USD President Dr. Author E.

Hughes was one of 14 \.l.S. Catholic
college presidents who in March 1981>
signed a statement sent to Rome pro-

lie schools could, if necessary, form
their own accreditation agencies
similar to existing Jewish and Christian accreditation associations that
are recognized by the federal government.
Schema critics also say it fails to
recognize that a theologian is more
than a catechist and that a university
is more than a parish religious-education program charged with teaching official church doctrine.
The Vatican, nevertheless, has sent
out repeated signals that it is concerned about how official church
teachings on faith and morals are
taught in Catholic institutions of
higher learning.
One of the most highly publicized
was the case of the Rev. Charles E.
Curran, who was told he could no
longer teach as a Catholic theologian
at the Catholic University of America because he publicly dissents from
the church's teaches on sex and other
matters.
Although Curran's case is unique
because CUA is the lone Vaticanchartered university in the United
States, it is seen as a sign the Vatican
means business about what is taught
in all Catholic colleges and universities.
Some of those involved, like the
Rev. Joseph O'Hare, Fordham University president, have gone so far as
to suggest that implementation of

says he is satisfied with USD's
catholicity.
The Rev. Norbert Rigali of the
USD Theology and Religious Studies
Department says the Vatican urgently needs to more clearly define what
a theologian is and does since, in his
view, a theologian is more than a
mere catechist.
"These problems are not going to
go away, but you don't just solve
them by fiat," he says. "What is the
role of the theologian? If there's
room for dissent for a theologian,
you find that by determining what a
theologian is in the first place. And
you'd have to start with the idea that
a theologian is not a catechist, that
we do not serve the church in the
way a catechist does."
The Rev. Raymond 0. Ryland, also
of the USD religious studies department, says the matter is clear
enough already since the church
plainly teaches that the Catholic
faith is defined by the pope and bishops, not by theologians.
Ryland says the accusation that
the Vatican goal is indoctrination is
a smokescreen.
"The notion that if one is teaching
what the Catholic Church officially
teaches, that's indoctrination, but
that if one allows all kinds of
freewheeling statements to the contrary, that's not indoctrination, is absurd," Ryland says.

''__ __ __ __ _,,
There should be some significant relationship
between the church's doctrinal teachings and an
institution that calls itself a Catholic university

the Baum schema might force Catholic colleges to escape church control
by declaring themselves no longer
Catholic.
That might be a good idea, according to one USD professor who says he
believes many Catholic colleges have
de-catholicized themselves.
"It would at least help clear the
air," says the faculty member, who
requeste d anonymity, explaining,
"Dissent on this issue is not tolerated

He says secular standards of academic freedom do not apply to Catholic theologians and that the issue is:
Should students in Catholic college
theology and religion classes get, in a
positive way, what the church teaches or what theologians prefer to
teach?
Resistan ce to the Baum schema,

he says, is "an attempt to oppose any
effort to make certain that what students get in a classroom is authenti-

cally Catholic."
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testing the kind of "outside" control
envisaged by the Baum schema.
Implementation of the Vatican
plan, they say, would mean "that our
universities are not universities at
all, but places of narrow sectarian
indoctrination; hence they have no
right to claim public monies to support what would be described as
their proselytizing mission."
One of the critics' chief fears is
that the plan, if implemented, would
endanger the accreditation of Catholic universities and thus their eligibility for the approximately $500
million they receive each year in
state and federal funds. Others say
the loss in funds will not ~ significant and, more importantly, that the
Catholic university's catholicity is
more important than mere institutional survival.
Kenneth D. Whitehead, deputy assistant secretary 'for higher education in the U.S. Department of Education, says the Baum schema would
not jeopardize the schools' eligibility
for "the bulk" of federal financial aid
"because most government financial
aid goes to students, not to schools.
There is not a religious test applied."
On the state level, however, not all
church-affiliated schools receive financial aid, Whitehead says. As for
accreditation, Whitehead says Catho-

,

State / World news

U.S. bases out
unless Greece
gets retraction

Money-losing Soviet in
MOSCOW (UPI) - Prime Minister Nikolai
Ryzhkov told the nation's Parliament today
that 13 percent of Soviet industries are losing
money and warned they will be liquidated unless their performance improves.
In a two-hour speech on the economy,
Ryzhkov told the 1,500 members of the Supreme Soviet that industries had wastefully accumulated vast stocks of raw materials and
had not produced enough goods to meet consumer needs, and that "some ministries have
been sinking into a sea of paper."
In addition, state enterprises have accumulated $64 billion in debt, making money-losing
industries a major problem, Ryzhkov said. He
called on the Supreme Soviet to approve Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev's plan for a radical

ATHENS, Greece {UPI) - Prime
Minister Andreas Papandreou
warned the United States that his
government will force the removal
of U.S. bases from Greece by the end
of next year unless Washington withdraws charges that Athens had contacts with Arab terrorists.
The Socialist prime minister told
reporters before leaving for a European Community meeting in Brussels, Belgium, that "there can be no
(bases) negotiations, even on procedural matters, unless there is a
complete, official and public retraction by the U.S. government."
Papandreou said the accusations,
made by U.S. Ambassador Robert
Keely at a meeting in Athens on
Thursday with Greek Foreign Minister Carolos Papoulias, are untrue.
U.S. officials have accused Greece of From Tribune Wire Services
having contacts with alleged terrorLOS ANGELES - The wife of
ist Abu Nida!.
Hustler magazine founder Larry
"If by the end of 1988 we haven't Flynt was found dead in a bathtub
in
received a retraction from the U.S. the couple's Hollywood Hilts home,
government, the bases will go," he and authorities refused to speculate
said yesterday.
on how she died until completion of
The Washington Times, quoting an autopsy today.
Arab sources in Athens, reported
Coroner's spokesman Bill Gold
today that Abu Nida! bought apart- said initial reports that Althea Flynt
ments in two suburbs adjacent to had drowned were premature until
Athens airport 18 months ago. The an autopsy and toxicologic test renewspaper said it is unclear what the sults are known.
apartments were being used for and
The death of Mrs. Flynt, 33, was
that there is no evidence of any ter- reported about 6:15 p.m. Saturday at
rorist activity.
the couple's posh Doheny Estates
Thursday's meeting between mansion.
Keely and Papoulias was to have
Police Detective Fred Kahl said
opened discussions on the renewal of Flynt's nurse, Kikumi Okino, saw her
the Greek-U.S. bases agreement.
go into the bathroom shortly after 5

reorganization of the nation's
"Their number has reach
this is a heavy burden on
Ryzhkov said. "We have to
fight for the elimination of th
Ryzkhov warned that if effo
the industries - such as sta
direct government infusions
"are in vain, then such enterp
dated."
Ryzkhov, however, echoed
surance that workers displac
ing industry would be provid
maintaining the Soviet promi
ployment.
The session of the Supre
gives unanimous approval to

Larry Flynt's wife Althea
found dead; autopsy slated
p.m. Saturday. The nurse looked in
on her about a half-hour later and
found her unconscious in the bathtub,
Kahl said.
"She took her out of the water and
tried to revive her, but there were no
signs of life," Kahl said.
Larry Flynt, 45, wheelchair-bound
since a 1978 assassination attempt
left him paralyzed from the waist
down, was in the next room, Kahl
said.
Althea Flynt was president, chief
executive officer and publisher of
Larry Flynt Publications Inc., her
,husband's magazine empire. As president, she drew a yearly salary of
$1.6 million, her husband said in this
month's issue of California Business
magazine.

Angola frees cap tive American pilo t
LISBON, Portugal (AP) - An American pilot held for
two months in Angola as a suspected spy was turned over
to a U.S. congressional delegation as an act of good will
toward the United States, Angola's state-run news agency said.
The pilot, Joseph Frank Longo, 33, of Greensburg, Pa.,
told Angolan authorities he was flying a light plane to
South Africa for delivery there when he strayed accidentally into Angolan airspace and was shot down in April.
In an elaborate ceremony yesterday during a special
session of Angola's People's Assembly in Luanda, Longo
was handed over to a U.S. congressional delegation, said
Angola's official ANGOP news agency.
The delegation was to fly back to the United States
with Longo today.
Rep. Howard Wolpe, D-Mich., chairman of the House

was quoted by ANGOP as saying: "Longo's release is a
demonstration of the Angolan government's interest in
establishing better relations with the United States."
In addition to Wolpe, the delegation included Reps.
Mickey Leland, D-Texas, and John P. Murtha, D-Pa.
The news report, monitored in Lisbon, quoted Longo as
saying: "I was very well-treated in Angola." The report
made no mention of the Marxist-ruled government's earlier suspicions that Longo was acting as a spy for South
Africa.
Longo's father, Bernie, said last night that he was
happy to hear of his son's release.
"The one word that comes through to me is 'relieved.'
Just relieved that he's on his way home.... We got a lot
of help from everybody," Longo, 66, a retired draftsman,
African Affairs subcommit tee and head oi the delegation, said from his home near Ligonier, Pa.
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